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SUMMARY 
 

The findings of a literature review of topics related to the anchorage of headed reinforcement are 
presented. The topics are grouped in three broad categories: conventional anchorage of reinforcement, 
anchorage of headed reinforcement, and a review of strut-and-tie modeling. 

The review of conventional anchorage focuses on the mechanics of bond and code provisions for 
development length. A review of hooked bar anchorage is also included. The review of headed 
reinforcement includes historical background, a survey of commercially available products, a summary of 
the published research on headed reinforcement and related topics such as deeply embedded anchor bolts 
and the bearing capacity of rigid plates, and a review of pertinent code provisions. The review of strut-
and-tie modeling (STM) includes an historical background, an overview of the STM design process, a 
review of code provisions, and a summary of selected research. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION  

1.1 OVERVIEW 
In structural concrete, the provisions for anchorage of straight bars and hooks sometimes present detailing 
problems due to the long development lengths and large bend diameters that are required, particularly 
when large-diameter reinforcing bars are used. Occasionally, the requirements for straight bar anchorage 
and lap splices cannot be provided within the available dimensions of elements. Hooked bars can be used 
to shorten anchorage length, but in many cases, the bend of the hook will not fit within the dimensions of 
a member or the hooks create congestion and make an element difficult to construct. Similarly, 
mechanical anchorage devices can be used to shorten lap splice lengths, but they frequently require 
special construction operations and careful attention to tolerances. 

To address the problems that arise from the use of conventional anchorages (straight bar development 
length and hooks), headed bars were developed for use in the construction of concrete platforms for the 
offshore oil industry. Headed bars (Figure 1-1) are formed by the attachment of a plate or the forging of 
an upset bearing surface at the end of a straight reinforcing bar. Such bars are anchored by a combination 
of bond along the straight bar length and direct bearing at the head. Like a hooked bar, they can develop 
within a short distance, but they do not create as much congestion. Headed reinforcement has been used 
in the construction of platforms for the offshore oil industry.  However, headed bars have not been widely 
used in other structures such as bridges, buildings, or other traditional concrete structures. There is little 
guidance currently available for the design of headed bar anchorage either in the form of code provisions 
or published research. 

 

Figure 1.1: Various headed bars compared to a standard hook (#8 size) 

Headed bars can potentially simplify the design and construction of complex bridge details such as 
closure strips, in which reduced splice lengths can be used to reduce the width of the closure gap 
(Figure 1-2), knee joints, in which unwieldy hooks can be replaced by compact headed bars (Figure 1-3), 
and deviation saddle blocks for external post-tensioning of segmental box-girder superstructures, in which 
complex bend details can be replaced by double headed ties (Figure 1-4).  

Project 1855 was funded by the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) to examine the behavior of 
headed bars in bridge details and to evaluate the feasibility of using headed bars for Texas transportation 
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structures. Additionally, the findings of an extensive literature review and experimental program are to be 
reported and design guidelines for the use of headed bars are to be developed. 

Lsplice

Lsplice
CIP Closure Joint

i. Non-Headed Bar Lap Splice

ii. Headed Bar Lap Splice

 
Figure 1.2: Reduction of closure strip width using headed bars 

i. Joint with Hooked Bars ii. Joint with Headed Bars

 
Figure 1.3: Reduction of congestion in a knee joint using headed bars 

i. Saddle with Bent Bars ii. Saddle with Double-Headed Ties

 
Figure 1.4: Simplification of bar details in a deviation saddle using headed bars 
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1.2 PROJECT DIRECTION AND SCOPE 
After several meetings between the research team and TxDOT bridge design engineers to identify bridge 
details for which headed bars showed the most promise, two experimental directions were decided upon. 
TxDOT representatives expressed the most interest in the use of headed bars to reduce lap lengths and to 
replace hooked bars in congested discontinuity regions. Two specimen types were selected: lap splices 
and compression-compression-tension (CCT) nodes. These specimens were designed to be as general as 
possible so that the behavior of the headed bars in these details could be extrapolated to a variety of 
specific applications in which lap splices and CCT nodes occur. 

A CCT node specimen was developed to test the anchorage of a single headed bar in a CCT node. 
Companion specimens with non-headed bars and hooked bars were also tested. Other variables of the test 
program included the angle of the compression strut, head size and shape, bar size, and the presence of 
confinement in the nodal zone. A total of 64 CCT node specimens were tested. In addition to studying the 
anchorage performance of headed bars, these specimens were used to determine the behavior of CCT 
nodes and the current provisions related to strut-and-tie modeling (STM) were evaluated against the 
results. 

A lap splice specimen was developed to test the anchorage of multiple headed bars anchored within a 
single layer lap splice. Companion specimens with non-headed bars were also tested. Other variables of 
the lap splice test program included the lap length, the head size and shape, the bar spacing, contact 
versus non-contact laps, and the presence of confinement in the lap zone. A total of 27 lap splices were 
tested. 

This report, CTR 1855-1, contains the summary of a comprehensive literature review. Topics within the 
literature review are divided into three categories: conventional anchorage focusing on bond of straight 
reinforcing bars and hooks (Chapter 2), headed reinforcement and related topics (Chapter 3), and strut-
and-tie modeling (Chapter 4). Additional reports will describe the test program and results: 

CTR 1855-2 "Anchorage of Headed Reinforcement in CCT Nodes"  [103] 

CTR 1855-3 "Anchorage of Headed Reinforcement in Lap Splices"  [104] 
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CHAPTER 2:  BOND AND DEVELOPMENT  
LENGTH OF DEFORMED BARS  

2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Before discussing the state-of-the-art of headed reinforcement, a brief overview of conventional 
anchorage of reinforcing bars will be presented emphasizing bond of straight reinforcement and standard 
hook details. In this chapter, the nature of bond stress and how it is utilized to achieve development of 
reinforcement will be discussed. The behavior of hooked bar anchorages is also discussed. Review of 
design provisions focuses on the two American codes that are pertinent to the project sponsors: ACI 318 
[2] and the AASHTO LRFD Specifications [1]. ASTM Standards will also be referenced for some topics. 

2.2 THE MECHANICS OF BOND 

2.2.1 What Is Bond? 
Bond refers to the interaction between reinforcing steel and the surrounding concrete that allows for 
transfer of tensile stress from the steel into the concrete. Bond is the mechanism that allows for anchorage 
of straight reinforcing bars and influences many other important features of structural concrete such as 
crack control and section stiffness. Figure 2-1 shows a straight bar embedded into a block of concrete. 
When the bond stress is sufficient to resist design tensile loads in the bar, then the bar is “developed” and 
the embedment length necessary for anchorage of the fully stressed reinforcing bar is referred to as its 
development length. 

 

Figure 2-1: Simple concept of bond stresses 

Deformed reinforcing bars develop bond stresses by means of transverse ribs that bear directly on the 
concrete. As tensile forces develop in a reinforcing bar, transverse cracks propagate from the edges of the 
ribs. This was experimentally shown by Goto [50] and is reproduced in Figure 2-2. The bond stress 
produced by the bearing of the ribs is not uniform. Mains [67] showed experimentally that local bond 
stress can be more than twice the average bond stress. Figure 2-2 also shows the distribution of tensile 
and bond stresses for a bar embedded in a concrete prism and loaded in tension. Bond stress peaks near 
cracks and tapers off as the concrete carries more of the tensile load. The bond stress then reverses sign 
when another primary crack is formed. The process by which concrete around reinforcing bars shares 
tensile loads is called “tension stiffening.” It is important to note that a bar does not uniformly yield in 
cracked concrete when it is properly bonded. Yielding occurs only locally near cracks. 
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Figure 2-2: Transverse cracking at deformations 

Bearing stresses on the ribs act in a direction roughly normal to the face of the rib. Figure 2-3, part i 
shows bearing stresses acting at an angle, θbond, relative to the bar axis. These bearing forces can be split 
into parallel and perpendicular components (Figure 2-3, part ii). The components parallel to the bar 
constitute the bond responsible for resisting the tensile force in the reinforcement. The components 
perpendicular to the bar act outward from the bar surface as splitting stresses on the concrete. These radial 
splitting stresses must be counteracted by ring tension stresses in the concrete surrounding the reinforcing 
bar, section A-A of Figure 2-3, part iii. Ultimately, the radial splitting stresses exceed the tensile capacity 
of the surrounding concrete and splitting cracks begin to propagate from the bar surface. 
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Bond Angle, θbond

i. Bearing Forces on Deformations

ii. Parallel and Perpendicular Components of Bearing

iii. Corresponding Radial Splitting and Longitudinal
Bearing Forces on Concrete

A

A Section A-A

Ring Tensile
Stresses

 

Figure 2-3: Bond and splitting components of rib bearing stresses 

Bond can fail in multiple ways. The longitudinal bond stresses can exceed the shear strength of the 
concrete keys between ribs and the bar can pull free. This is referred to as a “pullout” failure (It is also 
sometimes termed a “shear-out” failure, but this report will use the more common term of pullout.). More 
commonly though, splitting cracks will propagate from the bar to the surface of the concrete and the cover 
will spall off. Figure 2-4 shows some of the many splitting cracks that can occur. The type of splitting 
failure that occurs in unconfined concrete is governed by bar spacing and cover dimensions. Limitless 
cover does not provide limitless bond. Beyond a certain level of splitting resistance, pullout failure will 
govern. Typically though, splitting resistance governs the level of bond stress that concrete can sustain. 
The rest of the discussion in this section will deal with bond and splitting. 

As a rib begins to bear on the concrete a wedge of crushed paste is formed in front of the rib. This wedge 
acts to change the effective face angle of the rib (Figure 2-5). Thus, the bond angle, θbond, tends to change 
as a reinforcing bar acquires load. The effect of this is that radial splitting stresses tend to increase at a 
rate greater than the longitudinal bond stresses as tensile load in the reinforcing bar rises.  Furthermore, 
efforts to reduce splitting stresses in reinforcing bar by fabricating a steep rib angle into the bars tend to 
be unsuccessful because the formation of the concrete wedges neutralizes the effect of the different rib 
angles. Lutz [66] performed experimental studies of single rib specimens. He observed that at failure the 
angle of the concrete wedge was between 30o and 45o and that ribs with face angles less than 30o showed 
poor bond-slip performance in tests. 
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Side Split
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Figure 2-4: Possible splitting crack failures 
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Figure 2-5: Mechanics of rib bearing on concrete 

While rib face angle does not significantly affect bond strength within certain limits, rib bearing area has 
been shown to be important. Rib bearing area can be increased by manipulating one or both of two 
geometric parameters: the height of the ribs or the spacing of the ribs. Rib bearing area is generally 
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referred to by the ratio of rib bearing area to shearing area of the concrete keys between successive ribs.  
This ratio is referred to as the relative rib area, Rr. The effect of the relative rib area has been studied since 
the earliest research on bond. Abrams [14] was the first to recognize that bond was enhanced by increases 
in relative rib area. Later studies by Clark [32, 33] supported Abrams’ conclusions. Clark’s studies were 
used to establish the modern ASTM standards for deformation requirements on reinforcing bars [3]. Both 
Abrams and Clark recommended deformation criteria that translate to relative rib areas around 0.2 for 
optimum bond performance. However, the current ASTM requirements only provide for relative rib areas 
less than 0.1 for reinforcing bars. Most recently, studies by Darwin et al. [36, 37] and Hamad [51] have 
led to a reconsideration of the issue of rib geometry and bond performance. Darwin and Hamad have also 
recommended a relative rib area of 0.2 for optimal bond performance of reinforcing bars with the 
limitation that ribs not be spaced too closely.  The primary reason for the lower relative rib areas is the 
cost and difficulty of producing bars with more pronounced rib patterns.  To date bar producers have not 
been willing or convinced that the advantages of higher relative rib areas are warranted from a 
cost/benefit point of view. 

Based on the experimental evidence on the mechanics of rib bearing, several models have been developed 
to calculate bond as a function of ring-tension stresses in the surrounding concrete. All of the models are 
based on various stress-strain relationships for concrete tensile strength. Figure 2-6 illustrates the basic 
models. The elastic-uncracked model assumes that once the tensile strength of the concrete is reached and 
splitting cracks begin, bond failure is imminent. In this case, the bond capacity is limited by purely elastic 
material behavior. The elastic-cracked model achieves a slightly greater bond capacity by allowing a 
cracked zone around the reinforcing bar with elastic behavior outside of that zone. No tensile stress is 
allowed within the cracked zone. The elastic-cracked model has a higher capacity than the purely elastic 
model by allowing the region of maximum tensile stress to move away from the bar surface to a distance 
where the stresses act over a larger circumference. The elastic-cohesive model allows for tensile stresses 
within the cracked zone based on cohesive material theory that derives from concrete fracture mechanics. 
The plastic model allows for a perfectly plastic distribution of tensile stress and gives the highest 
capacity. The first, second and fourth models were first analyzed by Tepfers [102]. The third model was 
developed by Rosati and Schumm [49, 96]. 

The elastic-cohesive model of concrete tensile behavior was derived to adapt principles of fracture 
mechanics to analysis of concrete materials [9]. Ordinary linear elastic fracture mechanics does not 
properly describe concrete cracking. In order to apply fracture mechanics theory, a zone of material 
softening is included in the crack model. This zone is called the “fracture process zone” (Figure 2-7). 
Within the fracture process zone, micro-cracked concrete carries some tensile resistance. At the tail of this 
zone, the “true crack” grows by spreading from micro-crack to micro-crack. At the head of the zone, 
micro-cracks begin to form as strains in the concrete exceed a certain tensile limit. The truly cracked 
concrete does not carry any tensile resistance. The elastic-cohesive model of bond stress thus assumes that 
the cracked-cohesive zone around the reinforcing bar is still within the process of crack development and 
has exceeded the threshold of elastic behavior where optimal tensile resistance occurs. 

Tepfers compared his models of bond resistance to experimental results from pullout tests and beam tests 
of lapped specimens [102]. Rosati and Schumm later added their model to Tepfer’s analysis [49]. 
Figure 2-8 shows the predictions of the four different models on a plot of bond capacity versus cover 
dimension (the parameters are normalized with respect to bar diameter and concrete tensile strength, fct). 
Tepfer’s experimental data are included in the plot. There is much scatter in the experimental data, but it 
is obvious that the elastic-cracked model forms a good lower bound and the plastic model a good upper 
bound for ultimate bond capacity governed by splitting. Only, the elastic-cohesive model cuts through the 
data. As a description of behavior it is probably the best, but there is too much scatter in the actual data 
for any model to accurately predict capacity. 
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Figure 2-6: Models for ring-tension behavior 
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Figure 2-7: Cohesive crack growth (after Bažant [9]) 
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Figure 2-8: Comparison of various bond model predictions with experimental data (after 
Tepfers [102] and Gambarova [49]) 

*Data credited to Tepfers 
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2.2.2 Lap Splices 
When bars are lap spliced, they are typically laid adjacent to one another. The interaction of ring-tension 
stresses around the bars creates an oval shaped tensile zone, but otherwise, the bond developed by the 
bars is comparable to that of single bars in tension. Figure 2-9 shows the zone of ring tension stresses and 
the common splitting crack patterns. 

Older research by Chamberlin [29] and Chinn, Ferguson, and Thompson [31] demonstrated that there is 
no significant change in bond strength for increasing clear space between spliced bars. Their studies 
showed that adjacent deformed bars which are tied together can achieve greater than normal bond 
strengths due to interlocking of the ribs on each bar. More recent research by Hamad and Mansour [52] 
showed an optimal lap spacing of 5db where a 7 - 10% increase in bond strength over contact splices was 
observed. Beyond 5db the bond strength dropped off below the contact splice bond strength. Their tests 
were for lap lengths of 17 to 20db. Altogether, the research suggests that lapped bar data can be compared 
to non-lapped bar data for analysis of anchorage and bond. 

Tensile-Ring

 

Figure 2-9: Splitting around lapped bars 

2.2.3 Confinement of Splitting Stresses 
The splitting strength of concrete can be enhanced if compressive stresses are superimposed onto the 
tensile-ring stresses around the reinforcing bar. The concrete is said to be “confined” when compressive 
forces are used to counteract internal splitting forces. Confinement can be classified as two types: active 
and passive. Active confinement will refer to stress fields that are created by the actions of superimposed 
structural loads such as dead and live loads and prestress forces. Passive confinement will refer to stress 
fields that are created by forces in the mild reinforcement placed around anchorage zones such as stirrups 
or spiral rings.  

Figure 2-10 shows the state of stress that occurs at a beam end where the longitudinal reinforcement 
terminates. This is an example of active confinement. Over the bearing pad a vertical compression field is 
created by the balance of the bearing reaction and the beam shear. This vertical compression field is 
superimposed onto the ring-tension field caused by bond of the reinforcing bars. The vertical components 
of the ring tension field are partially counteracted. As a result, the beam end has an enhanced resistance to 
horizontal splitting cracks and the anchorage of the longitudinal reinforcing bars is improved. 
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Figure 2-10: Active confinement in a beam end bearing 

Spirals, transverse ties, and stirrups in anchorage zones are examples of passive confinement. These 
systems are distinguished from active confinement because they are dependent on crack propagation to 
become effective. Such confinement systems do not begin to counteract splitting forces until radial cracks 
emanating from the bar surface cross the axis of the confining steel (Figure 2-11).  Because confining 
steel does not play any part in resisting tensile splitting stresses until the splitting cracks intersect the 
steel, they are termed a passive system. The splitting resisted by confining reinforcement is dependent on 
the width of splitting cracks, which taper along their length from the bar being developed (Figure 2-12). 
Thus, the confining reinforcement is more effective when it is placed close to the surface of a bar.  

Splitting
Crack

Confining
Steel

Tensile Stress in
Confinement Bar

 

Figure 2-11: Confinement steel in the vicinity of a splitting crack 
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Figure 2-12: Crack widths of splitting cracks  

Many experimental studies have been performed on passive confinement. The results of those studies 
have been incorporated into the development length modification factors found in the ACI 318 code [2], 
the AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications [1], and in many other structural concrete design codes found 
around the world. In general, mild reinforcement, placed so that it intersects splitting crack planes, helps 
to improve bond capacity if splitting failure modes control. Beyond a certain level, pullout failure modes 
begin to determine the bond capacity and additional confining steel fails to improve bond capacity. 

Three references have been found regarding the effects of active confinement on bond: 

Untrauer and Henry [106] studied the effects of lateral pressure on 6" sided cube pullout specimens with 
#6 and #9 bar sizes. Their lateral pressures ranged from 0 % to 50 % of fc’, or 0 psi to around 2500 psi. 
They found that there was a slight increase in bond strength related to the square root of the lateral 
pressure. They also concluded that the effect of the lateral pressure was more pronounced for smaller 
embedment lengths. 

Lormanometee [64] studied specimens modeled after the Untrauer and Henry tests but with the addition 
of studying the effect of the proximity of the lateral load application. Lormanometee found slightly higher 
bond capacities than Untrauer and Henry had with less dependence on the magnitude of the lateral 
pressure. This may have been due to the method of load application or differences in the deformation 
pattern of the reinforcing bars or the mix parameters of the concrete. Lormanometee determined that the 
lateral pressure was more effective when applied close to the surface of the reinforcing bar and 
diminished with increasing concrete cover between the bar and the applied lateral load. 

Thrö [105] performed pullout tests with similar lateral pressures, but with bars anchored over much 
shorter development lengths (~ 3db). Thrö maintained a constant ratio between the lateral pressure and the 
steel stress as the test was being performed. He found increases in bond stress for increasing lateral 
pressures. He recommended a reduction factor for development length that is linearly proportional to the 
active lateral pressure with a cutoff at 1,160 psi. The reduction factor reduces the development length by 
half at that value. Thrö’s results showed a much greater impact on bond from lateral compression than the 
previous tests, but it should be noted that his specimens used a short bar embedment length which may 
not be translatable to longer development lengths. 

The effect of lateral active confinement is an important issue for the anchorage performance of deformed 
bars in nodal zones which is discussed in Chapter 4. So far, the research has been limited and the results 
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inconsistent. Furthermore, the effects of platen restraint (additional restraint provided by load plates 
which provides biaxial lateral compression – see Figure 2-13) have not always been clearly separated 
from the effects of lateral compression in the available studies. Thus, the topic remains a gray area in the 
knowledge of bond and development of reinforcement. However, in practice, when lateral confinement 
forces are provided by design loads, no enhancement to bond should be taken into account due to the 
unpredictability of actual loading conditions. 

i. No Platen Restraint
(uniaxial lateral compression where transverse
 deformation is unrestrained)

ii. Platen Restraint
(rigid load plates prevent transverse deformation
 and cause biaxial lateral compression near the
 plates)

 

Figure 2-13: Platen restraint in lateral compression studies 

2.2.4 Effect of Concrete Properties 
The splitting failure mode of bond is dependent on the tensile strength of concrete. Thus, the mechanical 
properties of concrete are important for good deformed bar development. Two other concrete related 
parameters can also have significant affects on bond capacity: lightweight concrete and top cast bars. 

Lightweight concretes are produced by using special porous lightweight aggregates or by aerating the 
cement paste. In both cases, the pore spaces introduced into the hardened mix make lightweight concretes 
weaker in tension and shear than normal weight concretes with equivalent compression strengths. 
Because of their weaker tensile properties, lightweight concretes generally give lower bond capacities 
than normal concretes. In some cases, the shear strengths are low enough that deformed bars will pullout 
rather than split the concrete in pullout tests. Because of their weaker bond capacities, lightweight 
concretes are penalized in design code development length equations. Generally a factor of 1.3 is applied 
to the development length when lightweight concrete is used (this equates to a 23% reduction in predicted 
bond capacity). 

When concrete is placed and vibrated, lighter components of the mix will rise as heavier components settle 
to the bottom. When this occurs near reinforcing bars, air pockets and bleed water tend to collect on the 
undersides of the bars in place of coarse aggregates (Figure 2-14). When the concrete sets, the bond around 
the bar is weaker on its underside because of the inferior quality of the concrete there. This effect is more 
pronounced for bars that have greater quantities of concrete placed under them than bars that are positioned 
close to the bottom surface of forms. Design code equations for development length distinguish this effect 
by requiring a “top-cast bar” factor for reinforcement with more than 12" of concrete placed beneath them. 
No top-cast bars were included in this research project, but the understanding that bond on the underside of 
deformed bars is weaker than bond on the top of deformed bars helped to determine the placement of strain 
gages when reinforcing bars were instrumented in this project. 
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Figure 2-14: Top cast bar effect 

2.2.5 Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement 
Epoxy-coatings are placed on reinforcing bars to provide corrosion protection. However, the presence of 
the epoxy coating inhibits the ability of the reinforcing bar deformations to bear on the concrete by acting 
as a friction reducer and by partially concealing the height of the deformations. Epoxy-coated bars have 
substantially reduced bond from uncoated bars. Research on high relative rib area reinforcing bars 
(Darwin et al. [36] and Hamad [51]) has shown that the loss of bond from epoxy coating is less when rib 
deformations are large indicating that epoxy-coating has a lessened effect when anchorage relies more on 
direct bearing. However, in practice high relative rib area reinforcing bars are typically harder to coat than 
normal reinforcing bars. 

2.2.6 Measurement of Bond Stress 
Theoretical understanding of bond provides a framework for design methodologies, but data are needed to 
calibrate theoretical derivations into design equations. Such data can only be obtained through 
experimental studies. Because the experimental data for bond stress has been critical for the empirical 
calibration of design equations, it is important to understand the ways in which bond has been 
traditionally measured. Several different types of experimental tests have been reviewed in the literature 
on bond. Five categories of bond specimens have been categorized from the literature: single bar pullout 
specimens, beam specimens, beam-end specimens, lap splice tensile specimens and lap splice beam 
specimens. Though several experimental studies may be said to use the same category of specimen, the 
particular details of specimens used in different studies may vary. There is little standardization of the 
different types of bond specimens and the categories discussed herein are broad generalizations based on 
certain similarities of mechanics. 
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Figure 2-15 presents the classic pullout specimen. A single bar is cast into a block or cylinder of concrete. 
Confining reinforcement may or may not be placed around the embedded bar. Failure generally occurs by 
splitting to the closest cover surface unless confinement is very heavy in which case a pullout failure can 
be forced. These specimens were used extensively by Abrams for his acclaimed study of bond though he 
also used beam specimens [14]. Bar force can be measured directly as well as slip at the loaded and free 
ends of the bar. Pullout specimens have the disadvantage that the load ram bears directly on the concrete 
surface and provides platen restraint near the loaded end of the bar. Such compression is not always 
present when bars are developed in practice and the results of pullout tests can tend to over-estimate bond 
stresses.  

Test
Bar

Wedge
Grips

Hydraulic
Ram

Concrete
Block

Ram Load, P

 
Figure 2-15: Typical pullout specimen 

Beam specimens are more accurate representations of bar anchorage than pullout specimens. The test bars 
are cast into a concrete beam that is then loaded in flexure. The termination point of the bars is placed 
away from load points where local compression can enhance the bond and restrain splitting cracks. 
Figure 2-16 shows a typical specimen. The direction and placement of reaction loads in the beam 
specimen can be manipulated to create constant moment or moment with shear along the bar development 
length. Beam specimens are more realistic than pullout specimens, but are much more costly in material, 
space, and labor to fabricate and test. It is also harder to determine the bar forces in beam tests. Bar forces 
must be calculated from beam moments or from strain gage readings. Thus test data from beams are much 
less common than from other forms of bond tests. 

A compromise specimen somewhat between a pullout test and a beam test is the stub-beam or beam-end 
specimen. Figure 2-17 shows a typical beam-end specimen. Only the end region of the beam is fabricated 
for such a test. Less material is necessary than for a full beam test and the exposure of the bar for loading 
makes determination of the bar force simple. Direct compression of the concrete near the loaded end of 
the bar is avoided by separating the load ram from the surface of the specimen. The free end of the bar is 
either terminated outside of the rear reaction point or debonded over its length in that zone so that active 
lateral pressure is avoided. Access to the bar’s free and loaded ends is available for slip measurements. 
The test bar is placed in direct tension, which may or may not be representative of actual bond situations. 
The beam-end specimen was recently standardized in ASTM Specification A944-99 “Standard Test 
Method for Comparing Bond Strength of Steel Reinforcing Bars to Concrete Using Beam-End 
Specimens” [4] and is the only standardized bond specimen at this time. The main disadvantage of the 
beam-end test is the complex load arrangement required to test the specimen.  
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Figure 2-16: Typical beam specimen for bond tests 
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Figure 2-17: Typical beam-end test 

The remaining two categories of bond tests utilize lap splices. Tensile lap splice specimens resemble the 
basic pullout test, but no direct compression of the concrete is caused by the loading of the specimen. 
Figure 2-18 shows some typical specimens. The test is essentially a modified form of the pullout 
specimen. The last type of bond test, the lap splice beam test is shown in Figure 2-19. The lap zone can be 
placed in constant moment or a varying moment zone with shear depending on the arrangement of 
external loads. 
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Figure 2-18: Typical tensile lap splice specimens 
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Figure 2-19: Typical beam specimen for lap tests 

2.3 CODE PROVISIONS FOR DEFORMED BARS 

2.3.1 Quality of Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A615 
Quality of deformed reinforcing bars is controlled by ASTM A615 “Standard Specification for Deformed 
and Plain Billet-Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcement” [3]. This document contains standards for 
chemical composition, deformation geometry, tensile strength, bending strength, and weight of deformed 
reinforcing bars. With respect to deformation geometry, four parameters are controlled: rib spacing, 
included rib angle (not to be confused with the rib face angle), rib height, and the gap caused in the 
transverse ribs by the main (longitudinal) rib of the bar. Figure 2-20 graphically presents these parameters.  
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Figure 2-20: Important dimensions for reinforcing bar specifications 

The spacing of ribs shall not exceed 0.7 bar diameters and shall be uniform along the bar length. The 
included rib angle relative to the axis of the bar shall not be less than 45o. No gap shall be more than 
12.5% of the perimeter of the rib and the sum of all gaps within the path of a rib shall not total more than 
25% of the perimeter of the rib. The average minimum height of the ribs is required to be between 0.04 - 
0.05 bar diameters. Specific values for each bar size are tabulated in the ASTM specification. The ASTM 
requirements for deformations are listed in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1: ASTM A615 requirements for reinforcing bar deformations 

Maximum
Avg. Spacing

(in)

Minimum
Avg. Height

(in)

Bar
Size

Maximum
Gap
(in)

# 3
# 4
# 5
# 6
# 7
# 8
# 9
# 10
# 11
# 14
# 18

0.262
0.350
0.437
0.525
0.612
0.700
0.790
0.889
0.987
1.185
1.580

0.015
0.020
0.028
0.038
0.044
0.050
0.056
0.064
0.071
0.085
0.102

0.143
0.191
0.239
0.286
0.334
0.383
0.431
0.487
0.540
0.648
0.864  

2.3.2 Code Equations for Development Length 
Design equations for the anchorage of reinforcing bars do not present results in terms of predicted bond 
stresses, rather they provide a required development length necessary to achieve the full yield strength of 
a bar. Two code provisions are discussed in this section: the ACI 318 code and the AASHTO Bridge 
Design Specifications. 

2.3.2.1 ACI 318-02 

The ACI 318-02 Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete [2] contains provisions for straight 
bar development in Section 12.2 “Development of deformed bars and deformed wire in tension.” Two 
methods for calculating a development length are allowed. A table is provided in sub-section 12.2.2 that 
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contains simplified and conservative equations for development length given certain conditions of cover, 
spacing, etc. for the bars being anchored. Sub-section 12.2.3 contains a more accurate and involved 
equation for development length. This equation (12-1 in the ACI code) is shown below: 
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Ld = development length of bar (same units as db , typically inches) 

db = nominal bar diameter (inches) 

fy = yield stress of reinforcing  steel being developed (psi) 

fc' = cylinder compressive stress of concrete (psi, limited to 10,000 psi maximum in section 12.1.2) 

α = reinforcement location factor (1.3 if 12” of concrete cast below bar) 

β = coating factor (1.5 for epoxy-coated bars with minimum clear dimension ≤ 3db, 1.2 for all other 
epoxy-coated bars) 

γ = reinforcement size factor (0.8 for # 6 bars and smaller) 

λ = lightweight aggregate factor (1.3 when lightweight aggregates are used) 

c = minimum of half the center to center bar spacing or the cover dimension measured from the 
center line of the bar to the surface of the concrete 

Ktr = transverse reinforcement index 

s = maximum spacing of transverse reinforcement within Ld , center-to-center (in) 

n = number of bars or wires being developed along the plane of splitting 

Atr = total area of transverse reinforcement within the spacing, s, that crosses the plane of splitting 
through the reinforcement being developed (in2) 

fyt = yield stress of transverse reinforcement (psi) 

Development length is limited to a minimum of 12”. 

The ACI development length equation is based on work performed by Orangun, Jirsa, and Breen [86, 87]. 
They evaluated the results of several well-documented studies on lap lengths and development lengths 
from the United States and Europe and used data from those studies to fit an equation via regression 
analysis. The choice of terms and positioning of variables within the equation was based on theoretical 
considerations, but the final selection of constants was based on regression analysis. The equation they 
developed is not quite the same as the ACI code equation, but is very close. They recommended the 
factors used in the ACI equation plus an additional factor for widely spaced bars that would shorten the 
necessary development length. They recommended a φ factor of 0.8 for their equation. The ACI equation 
has a φ of 0.9 built into it. 

Though Orangun, Jirsa, and Breen reported that they found no difference in the development length 
required for single bars and lapped bars and many other researchers have noted the same results, the ACI 
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Code, Section 12.15 requires multipliers for lapped bars in most situations. Splices are categorized 
according to the ratio of steel provided to that required and the amount of steel being spliced at a given 
location. Table 2-2 summarizes the categories and the required splice lengths, Ls. The multipliers are used 
as a penalty (by increasing the lap length) to dissuade designers from needlessly or unwisely using lap 
splices in a structural design and particularly to prevent the Class B splice situation in which all tensile 
bearing bars in a section are spliced at a single location. 

Table 2-2: ACI 318-02 multipliers for development length of lap splices 

Maximum % of As Spliced
Within the Required Lap Length

50%

As provided
As required

100%

≥ 2

< 2

Class A Splice
Ls = 1.0Ld

Class B Splice
Ls = 1.3Ld

Class B Splice
Ls = 1.3Ld

Class B Splice
Ls = 1.3Ld  

2.3.2.2 AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (2nd Ed., 1998) 

The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [1] contain equations for reinforcing bar development 
length in Section 5.11.2 “Development of Reinforcement.” Three equations for development length are 
provided in sub-section 5.11.2.1.1 and multipliers for these equations are provided in the subsequent sub-
sections 5.11.2.1.2 and 5.11.2.1.3. One development length equation is for # 11 bars and smaller, one for 
# 14 bars, and one for # 18 bars. The first of these equations (for # 11’s and smaller) is presented below: 
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Ld = development length (inches) 

Ab = area of bar or wire (in2) 

fy = yield stress of bar being developed (ksi) 

fc' = compressive strength of concrete (ksi) 

db = diameter of bar being developed (inches) 

Note that the units of stress used in the equation are in ksi rather than psi as in the ACI equation. 
Modification factors are provided for many of the same conditions as the ACI equation. The factors are 
listed below: 

• Top cast concrete (12” of concrete below bar): 1.4 

• Clear dimension (cover or ½ spacing) ≤ db: 2.0 

• Lightweight aggregates used: 1.3 

• Sand lightweight concrete used: 1.2 

• Epoxy-coated bars with clear dimension ≤ 3db: 1.5 

• All other epoxy-coated bars: 1.2 

• Clear cover ≥ 3” and center-to-center bar spacing ≥ 6”: 0.8 
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• Reinforcement confined within a # 2 or greater bar size spiral with pitch ≤ 4”: 0.75 

AASHTO limits development length to a minimum of 12”. 

The AASHTO equation is based on the ACI 318-71 development length equation. That equation was in 
turn based on ultimate bond stresses specified in ACI 318-63. The derivation of the equation is as 
follows: 

 Ultimate bond stress:  ≤=
b

'
c

bond d
f5.9

u 800 psi (2-4) 

The value of  fc' used in equation (2-4) is in psi. Subsequent variables with units of stress will be in psi 
until a conversion is specified to ksi. The bar force at 125% of yield (a safety factor to insure ductile 
development of the bar) is equated to the resultant of bond resistance: 

Resultant of Bond Stresses   =    Tensile Force in Bar 

  )f25.1(AudL ybbondbd ⋅=π  (2-5) 

Equation (2-5) is rearranged to solve for Ld and equation (2-4) for the ultimate bond stress is substituted 
for ubond: 
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Equation (2-8) is made to look like the AASHTO equation (2-3) with a unit conversion from psi to ksi: 
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The development of the original equation for bond stress (Equation 2-4) is undocumented. It is believed 
to have been developed by ACI Committee 408 based on the test data available in the early 1960’s, but no 
published report has been identified that provides an explanation for its development. The majority of the 
test data available at that time would have been from pullout tests, which tend to over-estimate bond 
stress. No φ factor is included in the AASHTO equation because flexural equations used to determine the 
area of steel required already include a φ = 0.9. Additionally, the equation is already based on a steel 
stress that is 125% of the specified steel yield stress. The 1.25 factor that first appears in equation (2-5) 
can be considered equivalent to a built-in φ of 0.8. 

The AASHTO LRFD Specifications also require additional development length multipliers when bars are 
spliced. The multipliers are given in Section 5.11.5.3. Like ACI, AASHTO categorizes splices into 
classes based on the amount of reinforcement being spliced and the ratio of steel area provided to that 
required, however, they have more classes of splices and more stringent requirements for some splice 
categories. Table 2-3 summarizes the splice multipliers. 
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Table 2-3: AASHTO LRFD multipliers for development length of lap splices 

Maximum % of As Spliced
Within the Required Lap Length

50%

As provided
As required

75%

≥ 2

< 2

Class A Splice
Ls = 1.0Ld

Class B Splice
Ls = 1.3Ld

Class A Splice
Ls = 1.0Ld

Class C Splice
Ls = 1.7Ld

100%
Class B Splice

Ls = 1.3Ld

Class C Splice
Ls = 1.7Ld  

Both the ACI and AASHTO code equations for development length are based on deformed bars 
conforming to ASTM A615. Darwin et al. [37] studied bars with deformations exceeding the minimal 
requirements of ASTM A615, and recommended development length equations for bars with high relative 
rib area. 

2.4 STANDARD HOOKS 
When anchorage by bond requires too long a straight bar development, a viable option is the use of a 
hooked bar. Hooked bars achieve their anchorage by a combination of bond and direct bearing of the 
hook on concrete. 

 Both ACI and AASHTO provide standard dimensions for hooks with 90o and 180o bends. These standard 
dimensions are the same for both codes. Thoughout this report a hook which fits the dimensions specified 
in those codes will simply be called a “standard hook.” The ACI 318-95 code contains information for 
detailing and designing standard hooks in Section 12.5. The AASHTO LRFD Specifications deal with 
standard hooks in Section 5.11.2.4.  Figure 2-21 shows the dimensions of the two standard hooks. The 
bend radius dimensions are based on safe flexural strains that can be imposed on reinforcement without 
fracture of the steel. 

Both the ACI and AASHTO codes provide a development length equation applicable for the 90o or 180o 
hooks. The equation is the same in both codes but appears in different forms because the units used for 
stress are different in each code specification. The form of the equation presented below uses units of ksi 
for the concrete and steel stresses. 
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Lhb = basic development length of hooked bar (inches) 

The development length of the hook, Ldh, is determined by the product of the basic hooked bar 
development length, Lhb, and any applicable multipliers listed below: 

• Side cover ≥ 2.5” and cover over 90o hook extension ≥ 2.0”: 0.7 

• Hook enclosed within stirrups or ties all along Ldh at spacing ≤ 3db: 0.8 

• Lightweight aggregate factor: 1.3 

• Epoxy-coated bar factor: 1.2 
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4db or 2.5” min.

Ldh
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Bend Radius:
4db         # 3 - # 8
5db       # 9 - # 11
6db    # 14 & # 1890o Bend

180o Bend

 

Figure 2-21: Standard hook dimensions 

There is no factor for top-cast bars because hooks develop most of their anchorage by direct bearing, and 
not by bond along the surface area of the bar. Hooked bars can be developed over significantly shorter 
lengths than straight bars, particularly at low concrete strengths. Figure 2-22 demonstrates this by plotting 
the code development lengths for hooked and straight bars as a function of concrete compressive strength. 
Lap splice lengths are also included. The plots are for #8 bars with the maximum benefits from 
confinement and cover multipliers. 

The mechanism of stress transfer in hooked bars is shown in Figure 2-23. The concrete in front of the 
hook, where it just begins to bend away from the straight portion of bar, is typically crushed at full 
development of the bar. 90o hooks tend to be pulled straight around the bend of the bar as load is applied. 
Thus it is important that the hook extension be well confined on 90o bends or the extension may cause 
spalling of concrete cover behind the hook. 180o bends tend to pull forward as a unit without slipping 
around the bend of the hook. Hooked bars tend to fail by side spalling of concrete cover (Figure 2-24). 
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Figure 2-22: Development lengths of standard hooks and straight bars 
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Figure 2-23: Stress transfer in a hooked bar 

Studies by Minor [77] have shown that 180o hooks experience more slip than 90o hooks and both of these 
hooks exhibit more slip than straight bars as load is applied. Follow-up studies by Marques [68] have 
demonstrated that compressive pressure within the plane of the bend does not significantly enhance the 
anchorage capacity of the hook. Thrö [105] studied U-bent bars with lateral pressure applied 
perpendicularly to the plane of the bend. Thrö found increasing anchorage strength as lateral pressure was 
increased. He recommended a reduction factor for development length that cut the length by half at a 
pressure of 1160 psi, the same as his recommended reduction factor for straight bars (see Section 2.2.3). 
Mattock [73] also studied U-bent bars with applied lateral pressure. Mattock found increasing anchorage 
capacity with lateral pressure for bars with the minimum allowable bend diameter (6db). He 
recommended a capacity formula that was proportional to (fn/fct)0.7 where fn is the applied lateral pressure 
and fct is the tensile strength of the concrete. 
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Figure 2-24: Side spall failure of a hooked bar 
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CHAPTER 3:  BACKGROUND ON HEADED BARS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Headed bars are created by the attachment of a plate or nut to the end of a reinforcing bar to provide a 
large bearing area that can help anchor the tensile force in the bar. Figure 3-1 shows an example of a 
headed bar. The tensile force in the bar can be anchored by a combination of bearing on the ribs and on 
the head. This chapter discusses the current state-of-the-art of headed bar technology. The current 
products available on the market are discussed; the available research is reviewed; and pertinent code 
provisions are discussed. 

Head

Bearing on
Head Bearing on Deformations

Bar Force

 

Figure 3-1: Anchorage of a headed bar 

Throughout this chapter and through most of this report, the central parameter used for comparing 
different heads will be the area of the heads. In order to normalize results with respect to different bar 
sizes the ratio of head area to nominal bar area is repeatedly used. Specifically, this ratio, termed the 
relative head area, is defined as the net head area divided by the nominal bar area; the net head area being 
the gross head area (defined by the outer dimensions and shape of the head) minus the nominal bar area: 

 Relative Head Area     =    
b

nh

A
A    =   

b

bgh

A
AA −

 (3-1) 

Anh = the net head area (in2) 

Agh = the gross head area (in2) 

Ab = the nominal bar area defined by ASTM A615 [3] (in2) 

3.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HEADED BARS 
Headed reinforcing bars have evolved from headed stud anchors. Extensive studies on stud anchors first 
began in the 1960’s. Most of this work was conducted by the Nelson Stud Welding Company and 
researchers at Lehigh University [75]. Their research established the pullout cone design method for 
anchors under combined shear and tension. Headed studs are commonly used only as shallow anchorage 
devices or to provide composite action between steel girders and overlying concrete deck slabs. The 
behavioral understanding of headed studs was limited to these applications and there was little similarity 
to the anchorage problems associated with deformed reinforcing bars. 

Subsequently shear studs were adapted for use as punching shear reinforcement in flat slabs. This work 
was conducted by Dilger and Ghali at the University of Calgary [40, 79] in the late 1970’s. They found 
the current methods of slab shear reinforcement, which used small closed stirrups, to be structurally 
deficient and difficult to construct. They began to examine alternative methods of shear reinforcement 
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and looked to double-headed shear studs as a possible solution. Initially, these headed studs were created 
by cutting thin sections out of steel I-beams, by fusion welding existing shear stud connectors to flat 
plates creating a prototype studrail, or by welding square plates to both ends of short deformed bar lengths 
to create double-headed ties (Figure 3-2). The first method (I-sections) was found to be economically 
unfeasible and the second failed because the head sizes of the existing shear stud products were too small 
to properly anchor the heads into the top of the slab. The third method proved very effective. Eventually, 
the second and third methods were combined to create an improved studrail with larger head areas. This 
product was patented and is now produced commercially by Decon (founded in 1989). An important 
aspect of the Calgary research was the recommendation that a head size of 10 times the bar area was 
necessary for proper anchorage of the studs.  

i. I-Section
Element

ii. Studs Welded
to Flat Plate

iii. Double-Headed
Studs  

Figure 3-2: Shear reinforcement tested at University of Calgary 

Caltrans also performed a small study of headed reinforcement in the 1970’s [100]. Their interest was in 
determining a method of anchoring large diameter bars used in monolithic connections between bridge 
piers and box-girder superstructures. They wanted to shorten the development length of the bars without 
resorting to congestion prone hooks. They tested three methods of attaching the head to the end of the bar: 
allowing the bar to pass through a hole in the head plate and fillet welding on the back side of the head, a 
tapered-threaded connection, and a cylindrical metal sleeve with a filler metal material connecting the 
sleeve to the bar (also referred to as a “cad-weld”). These bars were supplied by ERICO who already had 
experience producing headed studs in the stud anchor industry. ERICO did not find much interest in these 
headed bars at the time and never developed the welded or cad-welded headed bars into a commercial 
product [115]. 

After the Dilger and Ghali studies demonstrated the potential benefits of double-headed ties for use as 
shear reinforcement, the Alaska Oil and Gas Association (AOGA) began to study the technology in the 
early 1980’s. They were interested in the possible use of double-headed bars as shear reinforcement in 
heavily reinforced concrete offshore oil platforms. They were also interested in using headed bars to 
alleviate high congestion created by the use of hooked bars. Additionally, they believed the headed bars 
could supply superior anchorage to conventional hooks. Several series of tests were conducted by AOGA. 
Most of the results of these tests are proprietary, but some findings have been reported by Berner, 
Gerwick, and Hoff [25].  

Following their research, AOGA recommended the use of headed bars to Norwegian Contractors, a firm 
specializing in the design and construction of offshore oil platforms [25]. Norwegian Contractors began a 
program to design a headed bar product that could be mass produced economically but with a consistent 
level of high-grade quality. They teamed up with Metalock, a British supplier of industrial services for 
structural contractors. These two companies contracted the services of the SINTEF Group, a private 
research organization linked to the Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research at the Norwegian 
Institute of Technology [117]. Based on the work performed by Norwegian Contractors, Metalock and 
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SINTEF, a friction-welded headed bar was conceived. This bar design has since been used extensively in 
several offshore and coastal structures including: Oseburg Platform A, Gullfaks Platform C, the Ekofisk 
Barrier Wall, Sleipner Platform A (both the original and revised designs), the Snorre Foundation, 
Draugen Platform, Troll East Platform, and the Hibernia Platform (all of which are located in the North 
Sea) [26]. Metalock patented the friction-welding technology and eventually formed a North American 
subsidiary to produce and sell friction-welded headed bars. This subsidiary became the Headed 
Reinforcement Corporation (HRC), the primary supplier of headed bars in the United States and the 
sponsor of much of the research that has been conducted on the new technology.  

At the same time that Metalock was developing the friction-welded headed bar in the 1980’s, ERICO 
developed a threaded headed bar. They first marketed the bar in Europe on a limited basis during the 
1980’s [115]. In the 1990’s, after the use of headed bars in the offshore industry created greater interest in 
headed bars, ERICO began to sell their product under the trademark Lenton Terminator in the U.S. Their 
headed bars utilize a smaller head than the products of HRC and Decon. The Lenton heads are only 4 
times the bar area rather than 10. This head size was derived from accepted head sizes used in the stud 
anchor industry [115]. ERICO and HRC are currently the only suppliers of headed bars. HRC has been a 
main supporter of headed bar research though ERICO has recently helped to sponsor some studies. 
Although the early work aimed at applications within the offshore industry, recent headed bar research 
has become focused primarily on bridge and seismic related applications. 

3.3 HEADED BAR FABRICATORS 
This section discusses the products of the two main companies that provide headed bars in North 
America: Headed Reinforcement Corporation (HRC) and ERICO.  Decon, the manufacturer of the 
Studrail is excluded because their product does not have the versatility of HRC’s and ERICO’s products 
and is solely intended for use in flat slabs. 

3.3.1 Headed Reinforcement Corporation 
The Headed Reinforcement Corporation (HRC) is currently centered in Fountain Valley, California. HRC 
manufactures only two products, both of which can qualify as headed bars: a friction welded head that 
comes in four varieties and a forged head product that is intended for a mechanical coupler system. The 
forged head is very small but it is easy to fabricate, particularly in field conditions and shows promise for 
some applications in which only a small enhancement to reinforcement anchorage is required. 

3.3.1.1 Friction-Welded Heads 

The friction-welded or T-headed bar is HRC’s main consumer product. The friction-welded heads are 
manufactured by pressing the end of a deformed reinforcing bar onto a plate spinning at very high speed. 
The heat produced by the friction between the deformed bar and plate causes the bar material to melt and 
form a weld between the two. The machinery required for this process is quite large and the headed bars 
can only be created in factory conditions. The headed bars come in four shapes: square, rectangular, 
circular, and oval. The circular and oval shaped heads are fatigue rated. All of the headed bars 
manufactured by HRC provide relative head areas between 8.6-11.9. Table 3-1 lists the head dimensions, 
head areas, and relative head areas for HRC’s square and rectangular T-headed bars. Figure 3-3 shows a 
typical HRC friction-welded head. 
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Table 3-1: HRC head sizes (friction-welded heads) 

Square
Head
Size

Gross
Area, Agh

(in2)

Anh

Ab

Bar
Size

# 5
# 6
# 7
# 8
# 9
# 10
# 11
# 14

2” x 2”
21/4” x 21/4”
21/2” x 21/2”

3” x 3”
31/4” x 31/4”
31/2” x 31/2”

4” x 4”
5” x 5”

4.00
5.06
6.25
9.00

10.56
12.25
16.00
25.00

11.90
10.51
9.42

10.39
9.56
8.65
9.26

10.11

Rectangular
Head
Size

Gross
Area, Agh

(in2)

Anh

Ab

11/4” x 21/2”
11/2” x 3”
11/2” x 4”
2” x 4”
2” x 5”

21/2” x 5”
21/2” x 6”
3” x 71/2”

3.13
4.50
6.00
8.00
10.00
12.50
15.00
22.50

9.08
9.23
9.00
9.13
9.00
8.84
8.62
9.00  

 

Weld
Flashing

Plate
Head

 

Figure 3-3: HRC friction-welded head 

3.3.1.2 Forged Heads 

The forged head system developed by HRC is part of a mechanical coupling system called the Xtender. 
The system is shown in Figure 3-4. Threaded mechanical sleeves are slipped over the ends of the bars, 
then upset ends are forged onto the bar ends. When the mechanical sleeves are coupled together, they bear 
on the forged heads and hold the separate bars together. 

The Xtender forged heads can be created in the field. First the bar end is preheated with a blowtorch, then 
a special hydraulic vise is used to forge the head out of the material of the bar. An ICBO (International 
Conference of Building Code Officials) evaluation report [10] supplied by HRC lists minimum 
acceptance standards for Xtender head dimensions. The minimum head diameters specified by HRC are 
typically about 1.3 times the bar diameter providing a relative head area of about 0.7. In practice however, 
the final heads are slightly bigger. Measurements made of the Xtender headed bars supplied to this project 
by HRC showed that the forged head diameters were generally 1.5 times the bar diameter providing a 
relative head area of 1.3. These measurements are summarized in Chapter 6, Section 6.6.3. 
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Figure 3-4: The Xtender coupler system 

3.3.2 ERICO 
ERICO (short for the Electric Railway Improvement COmpany) was founded in 1903 and manufactures 
products for a variety of marketplaces including construction, electrical, railway, utilities, and 
communications. Their Lenton subsidiary produces products for reinforcement applications mostly 
consisting of mechanical splicing devices. Their Lenton Terminator utilizes a tapered thread connection 
between the reinforcing bar and a special nut that is screwed onto the bar to provide a head. Currently, 
this is their only headed bar product. Figure 3-5 shows the Lenton Terminator. 

 

 

Figure 3-5: ERICO’s Lenton Terminator head 
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The tapered thread of the Terminator head allows a more efficient stress transfer than conventional 
straight thread connections. ERICO’s product literature claims that the tapered thread connection can 
support 125% of yield for a grade 60 reinforcing bar. Terminator heads are circular and generally have a 
relative head area around 3 or 4. Table 3-2 lists the available Terminator head sizes. ERICO also provides 
information on the development lengths of the terminator bars and these values are supplied in Table 3-2 
as well. 

Table 3-2: Lenton Terminator head sizes and development lengths 

Head
Diameter

(in)

Gross
Area, Agh

(in2)

Anh

Ab

Bar
Size

Terminator
Development
Length (in)

# 4
# 5
# 6
# 7
# 8
# 9
# 10
# 11
# 14
# 18

1 3/8
1 3/8
1 1/2
1 3/4
2 1/4
2 1/4

3
3

3 3/4
4 1/2

1.48
1.48
1.77
2.41
3.98
3.98
7.07
7.07

11.04
15.90

6.40
3.77
3.02
3.02
4.04
2.98
4.57
3.53
3.91
2.98

3.6
4.6
5.5
6.5
7.3
8.4
9.3
10.4
12.4
16.8  

Terminator heads can be applied in the field provided the bar ends are pre-threaded. Threading may be 
accomplished in the field. Reinforcing bars may even be tied in place before the head is attached. To 
attach the head, all that is needed is the Terminator nut and a torque wrench. Table 3-3 lists the 
manufacturer’s required torque values for installation of the Terminator heads. 

Table 3-3: Setting torques for Lenton Terminator heads 

Bar Sizes
# 4
#5
#6
#7

# 8 - # 18

Setting Torque
30 ft-lbs
90 ft-lbs
130 ft-lbs
160 ft-lbs
200 ft-lbs

 

3.4 PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON HEADED BARS 
The available research on headed bars can be separated into two categories: application studies and 
general behavior studies. The distinction between the two categories derives from the scope of the 
research. The research grouped under application studies tends to focus on particular structural uses of 
headed bars and utilizes test specimens whose behavior cannot be extrapolated beyond the specific 
application that is being modeled in the study. General behavior studies are those research programs 
aimed at determining mode of behavior that can extrapolated to many different types of structural 
situations. For the most part these studies entail research on development length or anchorage capacity. 
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This research program is intended to fall under the latter category of general behavioral research. Only the 
research that was deemed to study general behavioral trends is reviewed in detail within this section. The 
remaining literature is described briefly at the end of this section. 

3.4.1 Caltrans Study 
Nineteen pullout tests of headed bars were conducted at the Transportation Laboratory of the California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the early 1970’s [100]. Their test specimens used large 
diameter reinforcing bars with #11, #14, and #18 sizes. The purpose of the tests was to determine if 
headed bars could represent a viable alternative to hooks in monolithic bridge pier/superstructure 
connections. The scope of the study also involved testing of several different head-bar connections. The 
various connections are shown in Figure 3-6. With only two exceptions, the headed bars tested used very 
large head sizes: relative head areas of 15.0 for the #11 and #14 bars tested and 13.1 for the # 18 bars 
tested. The two exceptions included one non-headed #18 bar and one small headed #18 bar using only a 
cad-weld coupler sleeve as anchorage (the sleeve provided a relative head area of 1.8). 

i. Weld
Connection

ii. Cad-Weld
Connection

iii. Tapered Thread
Connection

Weld

Metal Sleeve

Filler Material

 

Figure 3-6: Head-bar connections tested by Caltrans 

The test specimens consisted of tensile pullout specimens similar to those shown in Figure 2-17. Large 
embedment lengths were provided for the bars. Additionally, supplementary transverse reinforcement was 
used around the perimeter of the specimen blocks. The variables tested included: bar size (#11, #14, or 
#18), single versus group action (four bar groups of #11’s), concrete cover (71/2” or 19”), embedment 
depth (hd/db = 8 to 32), method of head attachment (see Figure 3-6), and head size (Anh/Ab = 0.0, 1.8, or 
13.0). Most test specimens used fully bonded bars so that anchorage occurred by a combination of bond 
and bearing of the head. 

The Caltrans researchers discovered that the bonded lengths of their bars were too long to allow much 
anchorage capacity of the bars to be carried by the heads. In most tests the test bar yielded in tension or 
the load to failure exceeded the capacity of the test frame. The research provided the following 
conclusions: 

• The head sizes selected for testing were more than adequate for the development lengths tested in 
the research program. 

• One test of a much smaller head size (Anh/Ab = 1.8) provided comparable results to similar tests 
of larger head sizes (Anh/Ab = 13) indicating that smaller head sizes could achieve yield. The 
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Caltrans researchers recommended that smaller heads should be investigated in any forthcoming 
research. 

• More load was carried by the head as the bonded length of the bar was reduced. When compared 
to stress results measured from the non-headed test specimen in which anchorage was carried 
completely by bond, the measured load carried by the heads compared favorably to the forces that 
would be predicted assuming that the remainder of the load would be carried by normal bond 
stresses along a fully bonded bar. Figure 3-7 shows data from the Caltrans study. In the figure, the 
percent of load carried by the heads aligns well with the load distribution curves measured from 
the fully bonded test bar. The data indicate that the portion of the load carried by bond in a 
headed bar follows a similar load distribution as the case in which no head is present. One data 
point suggests that the head may carry a greater percentage of the load for smaller development 
lengths at greater stress levels and that bond resistance breaks down in favor of transferring the 
load to the head under such conditions. 

• Load-slip measurements of the test bars indicated that more slip is experienced for bars acting in 
groups than single headed bars. 
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Figure 3-7: Head reaction versus embedment depth compared to 
fully bonded load profiles (after Caltrans data [100]) 

The Caltrans researchers made several recommendations for the use of headed bars including 
specifications for acceptable head-bar connections (any of the three connection types tested was found to 
be acceptable for the given embedment depths) and staggering arrangements for headed bars in groups 
(staggered termination points were recommended to avoid overlap of the heads). The recommendations 
were restricted to grade 60, #18 bars with at least four feet of embedment depth. 

3.4.2 SINTEF Studies 
Most of the literature regarding the SINTEF studies [41, 46, 47, 48, 88, 89] is proprietary and unavailable 
for review. The information presented here comes from a summary paper written by two engineers from 
Norwegian Contractors: Dyken and Kepp [42]. 
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SINTEF performed a number of studies primarily intended to demonstrate the strength and ductility of the 
friction-welded head-bar connection. These studies included static tension, static bending, and fatigue 
tension tests on the headed bars in air. Three groups of tests studied the performance of the headed bars 
embedded in concrete: static pullout bond tests, fatigue pullout bond tests, and beam shear tests. 

Figure 3-6 shows a typical static pullout specimen. The Dyken and Kepp report suggests that only headed 
bars with the head size shown in Figure 3-8 were studied (Anh/Ab = 6.0) and that studies of the effects of 
head area were not a parameter of the study. Specimens were tested with normal weight concrete with 
8,700 psi compressive strength and light-weight aggregate concrete of compressive strength 10,400 psi. 
Bond between the concrete and the deformed portion of the bar was prevented by use of a plastic sleeve. 
All specimens tested failed by yielding of the bars (fy = 80 ksi). Minimal slip of the heads was observed in 
all tests. Comparison tests with hooked bars were also studied. All that is reported in the available 
literature is that the headed bars had a better load-slip response than the hooked bars. 

11.8”

9.6”
0.7”

# 6 bar

11.8”

Slip
Measurement

2.6” x 1.2”
Head

 

Figure 3-8: Static pullout test performed by SINTEF 

The fatigue pullout test used identical specimens as the static tests, but specimens were tested with  #6 
and #8 size bars. The tests were intended only for a fatigue test of the head-bar connection. The bars were 
embedded in concrete only to provide a realistic support condition for the head. In order to prevent 
premature failure of the concrete, deliberately high compressive strengths of 12,000 psi were used. All 
specimens failed by fatigue fracture of the friction-welded head-bar connection. 

Three shear beam specimens were tested. Two specimens used headed bars for the shear reinforcement 
and the third used a standard stirrup detail. All three beams failed at nearly identical loads thus 
demonstrating that the headed bars were an adequate substitute for standard stirrups. 

It is known that the SINTEF research was related to the development of HRC’s headed bars. They 
developed tests to show the quality of the friction-welded head-bar connection and influenced the choice 
of the head sizes adopted. However, the HRC head sizes may also derive from the recommendations for 
studrail heads that were derived at the University of Calgary [40, 79]. The SINTEF study serves as the 
basis for many of the standards required in ASTM A970 “Standard Specification for Welded Headed 
Bars for Concrete Reinforcement” [5] which is discussed later in this chapter. 
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3.4.3 University of Kansas Study 
Beam-end bond tests of headed bars were conducted at the University of Kansas [113]. The research was 
sponsored by HRC and all headed test bars were supplied by them. The test specimens were modeled 
after specifications contained in ASTM A944 “Standard Test Method for Comparing Bond Strength of 
Steel Reinforcing Bars to Concrete Using Beam-End Specimens” [4] (see Figure 2-17 for an example of 
this specimen type). Seventy specimens were tested. Test bars were non-headed, hooked with 180o bends, 
or friction-welded headed bars. The goal of these tests was to determine a development length formula for 
headed bars. Parameters studied in the research were: 

• Concrete cover – cover was 2 or 3db measured to the surface of the bar (not the head). 

• Bar exposure – in some specimens, plastic sheathing was placed over the deformed bar in order to 
test the strength of the head by itself. 

• Transverse reinforcement – four arrangements of stirrup bars were tested as confining 
reinforcement for the pullout tests and compared against unconfined test results. Figure 3-9 shows 
the four stirrup arrangements. 
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Figure 3-9: Transverse reinforcement patterns studied at Kansas [113] 
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Parameters that were kept constant throughout the study were bar size (#8), embedment length (12”), 
concrete strength (4,500 – 5,000 psi), and the size and shape of the friction-welded heads (HRC’s 
standard #8 square head size: 3” x 3”). Additionally, all bars were bottom-cast and only single bar groups 
were tested. 

Results of the Kansas study indicated the following: 

• Headed bars failed at equal or higher loads than hooked bars. Both types of bar anchorages 
exhibited similar load-slip and failure behavior. In addition, the response of hooked and headed 
bars to transverse reinforcement and increases in cover were similar. 

• The benefit from increases in cover was diminished when increasing amounts of transverse 
confinement were provided. 

• Capacity was increased by 50% by the addition of transverse reinforcement. Thereafter, 
additional transverse reinforcement provided diminishing returns in capacity. 

• PVC sheathing over the straight bar length of the headed bars increased the capacity of the 
headed bar. Additionally, PVC sheathing also lessened the degree of surface cracking exhibited 
before failure of the anchorage. This occurred because splitting forces and cracking associated 
with bond of the deformed bar were eliminated and the ability of the concrete to carry forces from 
the head was increased. 

• The optimal anchorage performance from the headed bar was achieved by sheathing the straight 
bar deformations over the embedment length and providing 3db clear cover over the bar if no 
transverse reinforcement was used or providing transverse reinforcement if only 2db clear cover 
was provided. There was minimal advantage to providing both large amounts of cover and 
transverse reinforcement. 

Following the experimental testing, a regression analysis was performed to provide a best-fit equation for 
development length of the headed bars tested. Many forms of design equations were used, most of them 
based on straight bar development length. However, none of the straight bar based equations was found to 
be adequate as a design expression. Eventually, an equation based on the ACI 318 [2] expression for 
hooked bars was used. The following were recommended in a proposal [113] for an addition to ACI 318 
Building Code: 

1. The headed bar development length, Ldt, shall be calculated as the following: 
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2. The basic development length, Ldt, shall not be less than 6db or 6”. 

3. Concrete cover shall not be less than 3db. 

4. A minimum of three transverse stirrups shall be positioned within the development length, Ldt. 

5. The amount of transverse reinforcement within the development length, Ldt, required is Atrfytr/s ≥ 
2000 lb/in or no less than 5db of clear cover must be provided. 

db = bar diameter (in) 

fy = bar yield strength (ksi) 

fc' = concrete compressive strength (ksi) 

c = minimum cover dimension to the surface of the bar (in) 

Ktr = transverse reinforcement index (as defined in Equation 2-2) 
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α = casting position factor  (to be determined by future research) 

λ = lightweight aggregate factor  (to be determined by future research) 

β = epoxy-coated reinforcement factor  (to be determined by future research) 

ψ = excess reinforcement factor  (to be determined by future research) 

The Kansas recommendation for headed bars is essentially 7/12 of the existing ACI Building Code 
formula for hooked bars. However, the formula limited to the type of headed bar tested in the Kansas 
program, the standard HRC friction-welded head (Anh/Ab ≅ 9 for most bar sizes). Ideally, the nature of the 
connection of the head to the bar should not have any impact on development length provided that the 
connection is strong enough, so it should not matter that the bars tested were friction-welded. However, 
the size and geometry of the head is important. By testing only one head size and basing proposed code 
text on that head size, the Kansas study presents the danger of standardizing that head size. Since all head 
geometry parameters were kept constant throughout the test series and the development length proposals 
are based only on those parameters, the proposed anchorage requirements depend on the head size used. 
As a result, this “standard” head then becomes the only choice for designers and contractors, and all other 
products or head geometries cannot be considered. This problem is discussed later in regard to certain 
headed bar provisions that have already been included in standards. 

3.4.4 University of Texas Study 
An extensive study sponsored by the Headed Reinforcement Corporation was conducted at the Phil M. 
Ferguson Engineering Research Laboratory of the University of Texas at Austin. This research was 
conducted by two PhD students, Richard DeVries and Tarek Bashandy, and is documented in their 
dissertations [38, 22]. In the first phase of the study, over 160 pullout tests were conducted studying a 
variety of variables. Tests in that phase of the study can be further subdivided into shallow and deep 
embedment tests. In the second phase of the study, 32 large-scale specimens simulating exterior beam-
column joints were tested, then one full exterior beam-column sub-assemblage was constructed and tested 
under cyclic loading. Once again, design equations were fit to the data and recommendations proposed for 
code implementation. 

Figure 3-10 shows some geometric parameters that must be defined to discuss the Texas study. The 
embedment depth, hd, is the length measured from the critical section where the full load of the bar must 
be carried to the inside face of the head. This is distinguished from bond length, Lbond, which is the length 
over which bond of the bar can occur and might not be the full length of the embedment depth. In test 
specimens, the bonded length (Lbond) of the straight deformed bar was controlled by PVC sheathing placed 
over the bar surface. Perpendicular to the bar axis are the two axes of clear cover, 1 and 2. Axis 1 is 
oriented in the direction parallel to the minimum clear cover to the bar axis; axis 2 is perpendicular to axis 
1. Consequently, clear distances contain subscripts related to the axis along which they are measured: c1, 
the minimum cover distance to the center line of the bar; cc1, the clear cover distance measured to the bar 
surface along axis 1; and ch1, the minimum clear cover distance measured to the head surface along axis 1. 
The variables c2, cc2, and ch2 are the analogous cover distances measured along axis 2. The variables h1 
and h2 are the edge lengths of rectangular heads measured along axes 1 and 2. 

Most pullout tests were of single bars in tension. Bars were generally cast in the vertical position unless 
otherwise noted. Bar sizes were #6, #8 and #11. 

3.4.4.1 Shallow Embedment Pullout Tests 

Twenty-one shallow embedment pullout tests were conducted by DeVries [38]. Shallow embedment tests 
were somewhat arbitrarily distinguished from deep embedment tests by having a ratio of embedment 
depth, hd, to bar clear cover, cc1, less than 5. Among these tests, the primary variables were concrete 
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strength (4 to 11 ksi), embedment depth and edge distances. Also studied were the effects of transverse 
reinforcement, development length, and head size. Figure 3-11 shows the basic shallow embedment test 
specimen. 
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Figure 3-10: Definition of geometric parameters for University of Texas study 
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Figure 3-11: Shallow embedment pullout specimen used by DeVries 

DeVries determined that transverse reinforcement did not significantly affect the ultimate pullout strength 
of the headed bar but did add post-peak residual strength to the anchorage. Bonded development length 
added some contribution to ultimate capacity primarily when transverse reinforcement was used and 
helped to reduce head slip. Tests studying head size were limited (only one pair of comparable tests both 
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with rather large heads: Anh/Ab = 5.7 and 7.4) but showed no effect due to head size. This conclusion may 
not be true for smaller head sizes. 

All but three tests failed by pullout of a large concrete cone initiating at the head (see Figure 3-11). The 
three exceptions failed by fracturing of the bar steel. DeVries compared his pullout capacities to several 
models of anchorage and found that the Concrete Capacity Design (CCD) method for breakout of anchor 
bolts best fit his data. In the CCD method, a cone failure surface is projected from the head of the anchor 
bolt or headed bar and the area of this surface is used in capacity calculations [44]. DeVries modified the 
coefficient of the equation slightly to account for lower head bearing stresses in headed bars than are 
typical of anchor bolts. He also proposed basing the projected failure surface on the head perimeter rather 
than the center of the bar, as is typical of anchor bolts (Figure 3-12). The following equations for concrete 
breakout capacity were proposed: 

Concrete Breakout Capacity, b1
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Nb = the basic concrete breakout capacity (lbs) 

Ψ1 = modification factor for stress disturbance caused by proximity to an edge 

ANo = basic projected area of a single anchored bar, 9(hd)2   (in2) 

AN = projected area of concrete breakout failure as defined in Figure 3-12  (in2) 

hd = the embedment depth as defined in Figure 3-10  (in) 

cmin = the minimum edge distance equivalent to c1 in Figure 3-10  (in) 

fc' = concrete compressive strength (psi) 

3.4.4.2 Deep Embedment Pullout Tests 

A total of 123 deep embedment tests were performed by DeVries [38]. Bashandy also performed 25 
follow-up tests [22]. Deep embedment tests were distinguished from shallow embedment tests by having a 
ratio of embedment depth, hd, to bar clear cover, cc1, greater than 5. The primary variables of DeVries’ tests 
were embedment depth, development length, head orientation, head geometry (including head area, aspect 
ratio, shape, and thickness), transverse reinforcement, concrete strength, cover, corner versus edge bars, 
and closely spaced bars. Bashandy’s follow-up tests studied the effects of cyclic loading and anchorage of 
the head behind a crossing bar or against another head. Figure 3-13 shows the basic test set-up. 
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Figure 3-12: Projected concrete breakout areas for different situations 
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Figure 3-13: Deep embedment pullout specimen used by DeVries and Bashandy 

Among the conclusions from the deep embedment studies were: 

• The primary mechanism of failure was side blow-out. 

• Provided that the embedment depth was sufficient to classify the bar as deeply embedded, further 
embedment depth did not enhance the ultimate capacity. 

• Bonded length did enhance the slip performance of the bar, and provided a small increase in 
ultimate capacity. The increase in anchorage load due to bond could be reasonably estimated by 
existing bond equations (here DeVries referred particularly to the Orangun equation used as the 
basis of the ACI provisions [87]). 

• The orientation of rectangular heads had no effect on the ultimate capacity. 

• The aspect ratio (width:length) of rectangular heads had no noticeable effect on ultimate capacity. 

• The shape of the head (circular versus square) had no visible effect on ultimate capacity. 

• Ultimate side blow-out capacity increased with increasing head size and the relationship tended to 
be linear. DeVries’ data were reformulated in terms of bar stress versus relative head area and are 
shown in Figure 3-14. Many of the bar stresses exceed yield levels because DeVries loaded the 
bar into the strain hardening range. All the data points presented in Figure 3-14 represent side 
blow-out failures. 

• Ultimate capacity was unaffected by the head thickness even when the head yielded.  It should be 
noted that DeVries’ range of head thickness was limited (0.5” – 0.75”). 
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Figure 3-14: DeVries' data on side blow-out capacity versus relative head area 

• DeVries studied transverse reinforcement in the form of tie-backs or transverse bars crossing in 
front of the head. His maximum levels of transverse reinforcement were approximately half the 
area of the headed bars being anchored. Within those steel limits he found that there was only a 
small increase in the side blow-out capacity of the headed bar and that the primary benefit of the 
transverse reinforcement was the residual post-failure capacity provided. Bashandy studied 
transverse reinforcement in the form of crossing bars and loaded headed bars (ie. a CTT node 
situation which is discussed further in the next chapter). His transverse levels of steel varied from 
half to equal amounts of the headed bar area. He found that capacity was improved 10 – 25% by 
the transverse steel. 

• Ultimate capacity improved with increasing concrete compressive strength, and was roughly 
proportional to (fc')0.67 with much scatter. 

• Ultimate capacity improved with increasing edge distance, c1, and was roughly proportional to 
(c1)0.55 with much scatter. 

• Corner bars had less capacity than bars along only one edge. DeVries recommended that the 
headed bar should be treated as a corner bar when the maximum edge distance, c2, was less than 
3 times the minimum edge distance, c1. 

• Close bar spacing resulted in a reduction of anchorage capacity similar to edge bars. 

• Side blow-out capacity was unaffected by cyclic loading up to a maximum of 15 load cycles. 

DeVries determined that the primary variables upon which a design should be based were edge distance, 
c1, net head bearing area, Anh, and the concrete compressive strength, fc'. DeVries compared his data to 
several models of bearing or side blow-out capacity. He also performed a regression analysis to determine 
a best-fit equation for capacity. Many existing models of bearing capacity and side blow-out capacity fit 
the data reasonably well. DeVries’ final model of capacity was based on the method recommended in 
CEB documents [7, 8] for side blow-out of deeply embedded anchor bolts. The CEB formulation is in 
turn based on research conducted by Furche and Eligehausen at the University of Stuttgart [45]. DeVries 
recommended the following: 
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Side Blow-Out Capacity, sb2
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Nsb = the basic side blow-out capacity (lbs) 

Ψ2 = modification factor for stress disturbance caused corner affects 

ANsbo  = basic projected side blow-out area of a single anchored bar, 36(c1)2   (in2) 

ANsb = projected area of side blow-out failure as defined in Figure 3-15  (in2) 

Anh = the net bearing area of the head (in2) 

c1, c2 = the minimum and maximum edge distances (see Figure 3-10)  (in) 

fc' = concrete compressive strength (psi) 

Additionally, DeVries also recommended that the head be thick enough to prevent yielding of the head 
steel at ultimate anchorage capacity. 

3.4.4.3 Beam-Column Joint Tests 

Bashandy tested 32 simulated exterior beam-column joints and one exterior beam- column sub-
assemblage [22]. The exterior beam-column joint was designed to be similar to tests performed by Jirsa et 
al. on hooked bar anchorages in beam-column joints [68, 77]. Figure 3-16 shows the basic configuration. 
In some tests column ties were included within the joint region to enhance the anchorage confinement of 
the headed bar or to improve the shear capacity of the joint. Specimens failed by one of two modes: “side 
blow-out” failure of the headed bar anchorage or shear related failure of the joint region. Bashandy’s 
“side blow-out” failures are placed in quotes because, while they superficially resembled the side blow-
out failures in the deep embedment pullout tests, there were some indications of more complex behavior. 
Similarly, the specimens that failed by a shear related mode could not be easily categorized by either of 
the distinct modes observed in the shallow and deep embedment pullout studies. Many of the variables 
studied in the previous headed bar tests were studied here: bar diameter, head geometry (area, aspect 
ratio, and orientation), embedment depth, side cover, and transverse steel.  
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Figure 3-15: Projected concrete side blow-out areas for different situations 
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Figure 3-16: Typical exterior beam-column joint studied by Bashandy 

Eighteen of the 32 beam-column tests failed by “side blow-out.” The following conclusions were drawn 
from those tests: 

• Among test pairs in which the gross head area and the embedment depth were constant, the bar 
diameter had no effect on ultimate capacity. 

• The results of three companion tests showed that ultimate capacity was improved by increasing 
the head area of the bar. 

• Head aspect ratio and orientation had insignificant effects on ultimate capacity. 

• Ultimate capacity increased linearly with embedment depth (measured from the face of the 
column to the head of the bar). Strain gages indicated that less of the total capacity was carried by 
the head as embedment depth was increased (Bashandy left the deformed bar unsheathed in these 
tests). Past a certain embedment length (12”), load in the head did not increase but rather 
increases in the capacity of the bar were due to bond along the straight lead length. 

• Side cover improved the ultimate capacity of the bars. 

• Transverse steel confinement was studied in the form of #3 column ties placed parallel to the axis 
of the headed bars (a typical joint detail). Ultimate capacity was improved with increasing 
transverse steel which enhanced the anchorage by restraining the side cover from lateral blow-out 
and by confining the concrete underneath the heads to improve bearing capacity. 

• The anchorage performance of headed bars was at least equivalent to and frequently better than 
analogous hooked bars. 

Bashandy compared his test data to data from similar test conditions in DeVries' pullout study. Bashandy 
found that the capacity of headed bars in joints was 14 – 44% less than analogous bars tested in deep 
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embedment pullout studies. Bashandy concluded that the capacity of the bars was influenced by the shear 
in the joint region that affected the failure mode of the bars. 

Only one full exterior joint sub-assemblage was tested by Bashandy. Cyclic testing was performed on the 
sub-assemblage. Bashandy found that the headed bars provided superior performance to hooked bars 
tested in an equivalent specimen and that capacity degradation and anchorage loss was minimal. 

3.4.5 Application Studies 
Application studies involving headed bars fall into three categories: tests on joints utilizing headed bars, 
tests of double-headed bars as shear and confining reinforcement, and studies on the use of headed 
reinforcement to retrofit and rehabilitate walls and piers for seismic performance. 

3.4.5.1 Joint Tests 

Five roof corner joint specimens and two exterior beam-column joint specimens were tested at Clarkson 
University [109]. The research was sponsored by the National Science Foundation with materials supplied 
by HRC and ERICO. The corner joints utilized HRC friction-welded heads and hooked bars for 
comparison. The exterior joint specimens used ERICO’s Lenton Terminator heads. The tests were 
intended to test if headed reinforcement could conform to the ACI 352 recommendations for seismic 
joints in buildings. The researchers found that the headed bars provided greater member stiffness than 
hooks because there was less slip of the anchorage during cyclic testing. When subjected to cyclic loading 
eventually all bond was lost and anchorage of the bar was carried solely by the head. At large 
deformations this caused pushout of the concrete behind the heads when reversed loading placed bottom 
headed bars in compression. However, this did not occur until unrealistically large deformations had been 
imposed on the joints. 

One bridge column/cap-beam knee joint specimen was tested at the University of California, San Diego 
[58] with reinforcement provided almost completely by headed reinforcing bars (with the exception of 
spiral column reinforcement). The research was sponsored by HRC and all of the heads were friction-
welded. The specimen was designed to mimic earlier tests using conventional hooked bar anchorage 
details. The purpose of the test was merely to prove the acceptability of headed bar details for seismic 
bridge knee joints. The headed bar anchorage was sufficient to carry the anchorage forces and the 
specimen failed by plastic hinging at the top of the column member. However, the close spacing of the 
horizontal bars in the cap beam required staggering of the headed anchorages in order to prevent 
overlapping of head plates. The staggering of the bars within the anchorage zone necessitated a stub 
extension of the cap beam length beyond the joint region (Figure 3-17).  

A follow-up headed bar test at the University of California, San Diego studied the effectiveness of headed 
reinforcement in a seismic pile/foundation connection [99]. Once again, the research was funded by HRC. 
They supplied all headed bars used in the specimen. This test was interesting in the fact that Xtender 
heads were used as anchoring elements for lapped bars. Figure 3-18 shows the basic detail. Short bond 
bars with large friction-welded heads at one end and Xtender bulb heads at the other were used as bond 
bars to enhance the anchorage of the pile dowel bars to the foundation slab. This test represents the only 
known lap splice test of headed bars described in the background literature. Once again, the headed bars 
were sufficient to provide anchorage and the specimen failed by plastic hinging of the pile element next to 
the foundation. 
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Figure 3-17: Photo of cap-beam/column joint reinforcement from U.C. San Diego study [58] 
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Figure 3-18: Pile/foundation connection studied at University of California, San Diego 

Xtender headed bars were studied at the University of Texas at Austin as tie bars for connecting precast 
bent caps to cast-in-place bridge columns [72]. In the first phase of the study, which was aimed at 
developing viable pier-cap connection details for precast bent caps, 18 pullout tests were performed on 
epoxy-coated headed and non-headed bars embedded into grout-filled pockets. The variables of the 
pullout tests included bar anchorage (Xtender forged heads or non-headed), bar size (#6, #8, and #11), 
embedment depth (5 – 18db), grout pockets versus grouted ducts, confining reinforcement around the 
outside of the grout pocket, and grout parameters including the brand and the inclusion of pea gravel. 
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Headed bar anchorage underwent four stages: (1) anchorage entirely by bond, (2) formation of splitting 
cracks in the grout and transfer of bar force from bond to the head, (3) the extension of splitting cracks 
into the surrounding concrete and the propagation of cracks from the corners of the grout pocket, and 
(4) failure by yield or concrete breakout. Concrete breakout capacities were compared to the modified 
CCD equations developed by DeVries [38]. The breakout capacities of the headed bars in the grout 
pockets were proportional to embedment depth and were about 20% less than the capacities predicted by 
the modified CCD equations. The reduction in strength was attributed to the influence of cracks 
propagating from the corners of the grout-filled pockets.  

Headed bars were used in several cantilever bridge pier tests at the University of Texas at Austin [20, 
112]. The headed bars were tested as anchorage in the CCT and CTT nodes that form at the end of the 
cantilevered bent and the connection of the bent and the column (Figure 3-19). All of the test specimens 
were reduced scale, so the headed bars were specially manufactured at the lab. #2 - #5 bar sizes were used 
with square or rectangular plates fillet-welded to the end of the bar. The relative head areas of the bars 
varied between 6.5 - 8.8. The researchers found that the headed bars reduced congestion and improved 
constructabilty of the cages. The anchorage ability of the headed bars was found to be comparable to 
hooked bars. Comparisons were made on the basis of crack width measurements that showed that the 
performance of the headed bars was comparable to that of hooked bars. 

 

Figure 3-19: Cantilever bridge pier tested at the University of Texas 

Following the collapse of the gravity base structure (GBS) of the Sleipner A offshore oil platform on 
August 23, 1991, a series of full-scale tests were conducted on tri-cell wall joints to verify hypotheses of 
the collapse causes and to assist in the redesign of the platform. The original and revised plans of the tri-
wall cell joint utilized headed bars at a critical juncture and the collapse of the structure was linked to 
improper anchorage of these headed bars. 10 tri-cell joint specimens were tested by SINTEF in 1992 [34, 
59]. Figure 3-20 shows the basic specimen.  Failure was attributed to the short anchorage length provided 
for the double headed bars and the absence of shear reinforcement within the joint zone. Experimental 
and analytical results indicated that had the headed bar been lengthened 10” on both ends, the failure 
mode of the tri-wall cell unit would have shifted to the flexure related mode it was designed for rather 
than the shear-related failure that occurred. This experiment does not indicate that the headed bar did not 
develop within the provided length. Rather it showed that the as-detailed anchorage point of the headed 
bar did not correspond to the required location for the tension tie based on strut-and-tie modeling and the 
flow of forces in the tri-cell wall. The failure crack propagated around the head of the bar. The Sleipner A 
collapse and corresponding structural tests vividly emphasize that good anchorage should not be confused 
with good detailing. 
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Figure 3-20: Test specimen for Sleipner A collapse investigation 

3.4.5.2 Shear and Confining Reinforcement Tests 

During the early AOGA (Alaska Oil and Gas) tests on headed bars, a beam test utilizing double-headed 
stirrups cut from plate steel was tested [25]. The short, deep beam achieved a substantial capacity and 
sustained that capacity for a ductility factor greater than 40 (due largely to catenary action). A few years 
later, the consulting firm hired to perform the AOGA tests (Ben C. Gerwick Inc.), was employed by HRC 
to test three large scale deep beams utilizing HRC manufactured double-headed stirrups [26]. The primary 
variable was the transverse reinforcing ratio. The beams were supported so that continuous beam 
conditions were modeled. All three specimens achieved peak ultimate loads that more than doubled the 
design loads predicted by ACI code equations. After sustained loading, the capacity of the specimens 
dropped in a ductile manner to the capacity predicted by the ACI code and that capacity was sustained 
until the tests were halted.  

Following their work on studrails for punching shear reinforcement in flat slabs, Dilger and Ghali began 
to exam usage of double-headed studs as confining reinforcement for wall and shell elements [39]. Five 
wall specimens were tested at the University of Calgary. One wall contained no transverse confinement 
and served as a baseline for experimental results. Two walls were confined with conventional bent cross-
ties with a 180o bend at one end and a 135o bend at the other. The remaining two walls utilized double-
headed ties provided by Decon. The double headed ties utilized heads with the 10 bar area size used in 
Decon’s Studrail design. Dilger and Ghali found that the double-headed ties provided superior 
performance to conventional cross-ties. The enhanced performance was due to the fact that the cross-ties 
did not achieve their full yield capacity before anchorage failure of the bent ends occurred. In contrast, the 
double-headed ties achieved yield. They also found that the headed ends did not need to engage vertical 
and horizontal crossing bars in order to achieve yield. 

Sixteen large-scale wall elements were tested in the University of Toronto’s Shell Element Tester by 
Kuchma and Collins [60]. Eight of these wall elements contained double-headed ties as transverse 
confining reinforcement. The other eight specimens contained no transverse confining reinforcement. 
Kuchma and Collins found that the capacity and ductility of confined wall elements was superior to that 
of the analogous unconfined walls. Results of the testing were used to provide transverse confinement 
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modifiers to analytical formulations for use in non-linear finite element computer programs developed at 
the University of Toronto for design of offshore oil structures. 

3.4.5.3 Rehabilitation and Retrofit Studies 

The use of double-headed ties to repair earthquake damaged pier walls was studied at the University of 
California, Irvine [53]. Walls built to 1971 design standards were tested cyclically to failure then repaired 
using cross-ties or double-headed ties and re-tested. One out of six wall tests utilized double-headed ties 
manufactured by HRC. The remaining five tests utilized conventional bent-up cross-ties. The wall 
repaired with double-headed ties was found to perform better than analogous walls repaired with the 
cross-ties due to the fact that the cross-ties tended to spall the wall side cover as they acquired load and 
the bent ends of the ties straightened. The double-headed ties were also found to be far easier to install 
than the cross-ties. It was determined that the heads did not need to engage buckled longitudinal 
reinforcement in order to provide confinement. 

Four earthquake damaged bridge columns were tested the University of California, Berkeley [63]. Three 
of the columns had severe damage and different repair schemes utilizing HRC double-headed ties or 
Xtender mechanical couplers were tried on each column. The first column used the Xtender coupling 
scheme to replace buckled and fractured longitudinal bars. The remaining two columns used double-
headed ties placed longitudinally within an external jacket at the base of the columns. The ties were 
confined transversely by spiral reinforcement and embedded into the footing member of the bridge 
column specimens. The three repair schemes were sufficient to rehabilitate the columns to equal or 
greater capacity than they originally possessed though in some cases the original ductility could not be 
achieved. The repair schemes were considered successful and the tests proved the potential of the HRC 
products to be used for seismic rehabilitation of bridge columns. 

In addition to the various application studies listed in the proceeding sections, Lenton Terminators were 
recently used as anchorage for the primary reinforcement in two of four deep beam specimens tested at 
Purdue University [18]. However, the test specimens were intended to test aspects of structural 
performance other than anchorage (namely, the performance of diagonal compression struts). Nothing of 
significance concerning headed bars was noted in the tests other than that the heads provided enough 
anchorage to sustain yielding of the primary tension steel. Hooked anchorages were used in the remaining 
two specimens and were also shown to be sufficient. 

3.5 RELATED BEHAVIORAL TOPICS 
Two phenomena have very similar behavior to the anchorage of headed bars: bearing of rigid plates and 
anchorage of deeply embedded anchor bolts. These two topics are discussed briefly in this section. 

3.5.1 Background on Bearing Capacity 
The bearing action of heads very much resembles the bearing action of rigid plates on concrete with the 
difference that the bond related splitting stresses caused by deformations on the bar disrupt the bearing 
zone in front of the head (Figure 3-21). Because of the similarities in behavior, it thus seems pertinent to 
review some of the research on bearing capacity. Only three investigations are summarized herein: the 
work by Hawkins at the University of Sidney [56, 57], the work by Niyogi at the Indian Institute of 
Technology [83, 84, 85], and the work by Williams [110]. These studies contain the most extensive 
research on concrete in bearing and will suffice for an overview of the subject. 
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Figure 3-21: Bearing of a rigid plate versus bearing of a headed bar 

3.5.1.1 Hawkins 

In a two-part study on the bearing strength of concrete, Hawkins performed 300 tests on concrete cube 
specimens loaded under 113 different test conditions [56, 57]. Hawkins studied such variables as 
specimen size, specimen shape, plate size, plate shape, plate stiffness, eccentricity of load, edge loading, 
concrete strength, maximum aggregate size, and aggregate density (lightweight versus normal). He used a 
theoretical model of failure to develop an equation for the bearing capacity of concrete which he then 
compared to his test data. Hawkins modeled bearing as a mechanism through which a wedge of concrete 
forms underneath the bearing plate that subsequently splits the surrounding concrete mass apart as it is 
pushed downward. Movement of the wedge is resisted by shear friction along the wedge surface and 
tensile stresses in the surrounding concrete. The resulting model contains components that are added to 
one another which are proportional to '

cf  and '
cf  respectively. The equation that Hawkins derived for 

concentric loading by a rigid plate is presented below: 
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Pn = the bearing load supported by the plate (lbs) 

 fc' = the concrete cylinder strength (psi) 

 A1 = the area of the load plate (in2) 

 A2 = the effective unloaded area of concrete (in2) 

K = a constant derived from concrete properties of tensile strength and the angle of internal 
friction which varied from 50 – 65. Hawkins recommended a value of 50 for design 
purposes. 

Additionally, Hawkins recommended that the effective unloaded area should be concentric with and 
geometrically similar to the load plate. Furthermore, the area of the effective loading area may be as much 
as 40 times the area of the load plate before a limit must be imposed. Hawkins also suggested alternative 
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formulations for strip loading and edge loading of concrete surfaces and proposed a criteria by which a 
load plate could be considered rigid. 

3.5.1.2 Niyogi 

Niyogi tested 858 unreinforced concrete specimens under 327 different test conditions [83, 84] and 106 
reinforced concrete specimens under 69 different test conditions [85]. He studied variables such as the 
shape and size of the specimen, the shape and size of the load plate, the position of the load plate, the 
rigidity of the support conditions for the specimen, the effect of concentrated loading from both ends of 
the specimen, the concrete strength, and the amount and form of reinforcement under the load plate. 
Niyogi determined empirical expressions for bearing strength for concentric and eccentric load 
conditions. His expression for bearing strength under concentric conditions is listed below: 

 Pn = 
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Pn = the bearing load supported by the plate (lbs) 

 fcc' = the concrete cube strength (psi) 

 A1 = the area of the load plate (in2) 

 h1 = the width of the load plate (in) 

 h2 = the breadth of the load plate (in) 

 2c2 = the width of the specimen (in) 

 2c1 = the breadth of the specimen (in) 

Niyogi’s notation was different than the notation listed above. The notation has been altered to resemble 
the notation used by DeVries for headed bars (see Figure 3-10). Also note that Niyogi’s formula is related 
to the compression strength of concrete cube tests, not the typical cylindrical compression strength. Cube 
tests generally provide compressive strength values 15-20% higher than cylinder tests of the same 
concrete. The conversions fc' = 5/6 fcc' or 6/7 fcc' are typically used.  

Niyogi made several observations from his study: 

• The bearing capacity of eccentrically loaded blocks was greater than the capacity predicted using 
a concentric reduced area to calculate load capacity. 

• The bearing capacity was affected by the height of the specimens when the breadth and width 
were greater than the height. Beyond that point, the capacities leveled off. Specimens with 
smaller ratios of unloaded area to load plate area (A2/A1 < 16) showed decreasing capacity with 
increasing specimen height. Specimens with larger ratios (A2/A1 > 16) showed increasing 
capacity with increasing specimen height. 

• The support medium of the specimen (see Figure 3-22) affected its capacity when the specimen 
blocks were shallow (height/width < 2). The more compressible the support medium, the less the 
capacity of the blocks. 

• Simultaneous concentrated loading on both ends of the specimen (Figure 3-22, ii.) resulted in 
reduced bearing capacity. The reduction in bearing capacity was diminished as the specimen 
height was increased but did not disappear even when the height was increased to twice the width 
dimension. 
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Figure 3-22: Bearing tests on concrete blocks 

• At low ratios of unloaded to loaded area (A2/A1 < 4), the bearing strength was directly 
proportional the concrete strength, but as the A2/A1 ratio was increased, the bearing capacity was 
proportional to a lesser power of concrete strength. 

• A size effect was observed for geometrically proportional specimens of varying sizes. Bearing 
capacity diminished as the dimensions of the specimen and load plate increased (Figure 3-23). 

• Large diameter spirals provided the most effective reinforcement for bearing capacity. The spiral 
steel closest to the load plate was the most effective portion of the spiral. 
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Figure 3-23: Niyogi’s size effect data 

3.5.1.3 Williams 

Williams performed more than 1500 tests under 382 different test conditions [110]. In addition, Williams 
collected a database of test results from the array of literature on bearing capacity or related behavior such 
as post-tensioned anchorage plates. His experimental work was aimed at filling in the gaps left in the 
experimental database. He studied such variables as specimen height, the effect of a softening medium 
placed between the load plate and the concrete surface, the effect of the concrete surface condition 
(trowelled or cast flat), eccentric loading, the effect of the secondary width dimension, the effect of 
support friction, the size effect produced by using a micro-concrete with a very small maximum aggregate 
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size, and the effect of a lateral shearing component of load on capacity. After performing a regression 
analysis of the combined database of his work and previous investigations he determined that the 
following equation best predicted the bearing capacity of concrete: 

 Pn = 
47.0

1

2
ct1 A

AfA92.6 







⋅  (3-11) 

Pn = The bearing load supported by the plate (lbs) 

fct = The concrete tensile strength (determined from split cylinder tests) (psi) 

A1 = The area of the load plate (in2) 

A2 = The effective unloaded area of concrete (in2) 

For simplicity, Williams recommended that an exponent of 0.5 be used rather than 0.47 for the A2/A1 
ratio. 

In addition, Williams observed the following: 

• Specimens with height/width ratios greater than 1.5 were unaffected by the supporting medium 
on which they reacted. 

• Bearing capacity was affected by the placement of a softening medium between the load plate 
and the concrete surface. In general, the softer the load medium, the lesser the bearing capacity. 

• Bearing capacity was affected by the friction and rigidity of the support medium. In general, the 
softer the support medium and the less friction provided by the support medium, the lesser the 
bearing capacity. 

• Bearing capacity was reduced when the contact surface between the load plate and the concrete 
surface was not uniform (ie. when the concrete bearing surface was trowelled rather than cast 
flat). 

• The bearing capacity was determined by the resistance of the specimens to splitting, therefore the 
tensile strength, not the compressive strength, of the concrete is the governing factor for bearing 
resistance. 

• Because capacity was governed by lateral splitting, the affect of lateral tensile loads on capacity 
can severely reduce the bearing capacity. He did not examine the effect of lateral compression 
loads. 

• For edge loading, increases in the secondary cover dimension (see Figure 3-24) can enhance the 
bearing capacity. This increase in capacity diminished once the secondary cover dimension 
exceeds four times the width of the load plate. 
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Figure 3-24: Minimum and secondary cover dimensions 

3.5.2 Deeply Embedded Headed Anchor Bolts 
Deeply embedded headed anchor bolts are frequently used to connect steel columns to concrete support 
blocks or drilled piers. Deeply embedded headed anchor bolts differ from shallow embedment anchors by 
the nature of their failure mechanism. Shallow embedment headed anchors fail by the formation of a 
breakout cone which pulls out of the face of the concrete (see Figure 3-11). Deeply embedded anchors fail 
by side spalling of the concrete cover near the anchor head which is referred to as side blow-out (see 
Figure 3-13). DeVries’ [38] pullout tests reproduced these two failure modes for headed bars. However, 
prior to DeVries’ research, several studies on the anchorage behavior of deeply embedded headed anchor 
bolts were performed at The University of Texas in Austin and the University of Stuttgart. The behavior 
of headed anchor bolts is very similar to the behavior of the headed bars. This section summarizes the 
research on deeply embedded headed anchor bolts and the similarities and differences in anchorage 
behavior of headed bars and headed anchor bolts. Emphasis is placed on deep embedment tests because 
their side blow-out behavior resembles the failure modes which occur in this investigation much more 
than the concrete breakout failure of shallow embedment tests. Due to the importance of the model for 
prediction of side blow-out capacity, some in depth background into the development of the model is 
necessary. 

3.5.2.1 Lee and Breen 

In the 60’s Breen [27] and Lee [62] studied the development length of anchor bolts cast into square 
footings. Breen performed 36 bolt tests using the test setup shown in Figure 3-25. He studied variables 
such as bolt diameter (11/4” to 3”), embedment depth (10db or 15db), and the presence of a nut or a washer 
and nut at the end anchorage of the bolt. His concrete strengths ranged from 3.2 to 5.3 ksi. Lee performed 
a follow-up study on 26 anchor bolts using the same type of specimen. In some tests, he modified the load 
arrangement slightly so that the maximum footing moment occurred at the level of the bolt end 
anchorages. Lee studied variables such as the clear cover (1db to 4db), cyclic loading, the shape of the 
footing (square or circular), concrete strength (2.5 to 6.0 ksi), and the use of 90o bend end anchorages. 
Because many of Breen’s bolt specimens yielded before failure of the concrete occurred, Lee used higher 
strength bolts in his tests. 
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Figure 3-25: Test specimen used by Lee and Breen 

Lee and Breen observed the following: 

• Bolts failed by one of three mechanisms: longitudinal splitting of the concrete cover similar to the 
failure of a deformed bar, side blow-out of the cover over the head, or fracture of the bolt steel. 

• Initially, adhesion of the bolt shaft to the concrete provided bond anchorage. However, as the bolt 
load was increased, the bond of the bolt shaft deteriorated until full anchorage was provided by 
the head only. This behavior was determined by analysis of the loaded end slip. 

• The method of loading (varied by Lee) affected the loaded end slip but not the ultimate strength 
of the bolt. 

• The shape of the drilled shaft footing did not affect the slip or ultimate strength behavior of the 
bolt. 

• The primary variables affecting bolt anchorage were cover and concrete strength. 

3.5.2.2 Hasselwander and Lo 

In the 70’s Hasselwander and Lo [54, 55] conducted 35 full-scale and 29 model bolt tests using specimens 
similar to those used by Lee and Breen. The primary purpose of their study was to develop design 
equations for the use of deeply embedded high strength anchor bolts. The variables studied in their test 
program were: bolt diameter (1/2”, 1”, or 13/4”), embedment depth (10db, 15db, or 20db), clear cover (1db to 
4.5db), bearing area (Anh/Ab = 1.9 to 19.3), cyclic loading, lateral shear loading of the bolt, bolts in groups 
of two (center spacing = 5”, 10”, or 15”), and transverse reinforcement in the form of hairpins (1 or 2 #4 
bars placed close to the head).  

Hasselwander and Lo observed the following: 

• Bolts failed by the three mechanisms previously observed by Lee and Breen. Splitting or spalling 
of the concrete cover was preceded by the formation of a wedge of concrete at the anchor head 
that produced lateral splitting forces. 

• The primary variables affecting bolt capacity were concrete strength, clear cover, and the bearing 
area of the head. 

• Cyclic loading at or below the service level did not significantly affect the strength or behavior of 
the anchor bolt. 
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• Transverse reinforcement significantly increased the strength and ductility of anchor bolts with 
shallow cover. 

• Lateral shear loading significantly reduced the tensile capacity of the bolt. 

• The capacity of individual bolts in groups was lower than the capacity of individual bolts in 
tension. At the spacings studied, the two bolt groups had total capacities approximately equal to 
the capacity of individual bolts. 

Hasselwander performed a regression analysis of the data from bolts that failed by wedge splitting 
(longitudinal splitting of the cover over the bolt) and developed an equation for the capacity of anchor 
bolts loaded in tension: 
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T = ultimate capacity of a single anchor bolt (lbs) 

Anh = net bearing area of the anchor head which is limited to 4db
2 (in2) 

db = bolt diameter (in) 

dw = washer (head) diameter (in) 

c’ = clear cover to bolt (in) 

Equation 3-10 is limited to anchor bolts with embedment depths greater than 12(dw - db).  

3.5.2.3 Furche and Eligehausen 

In the 80’s, Furche and Eligehausen [45] conducted 35 tests of single headed anchors in specimens 
similar to DeVries’. The variables in their study included embedment depth (hd = 4” to 20”), cover 
dimension (c1 = 1.6” to 3.1”), head area (Anh = 0.41 to 1.71 in2), and the head angle (θhead = 5o, 20o, or 
90o). Figure 3-26 describes the head angle. Their concrete strength was kept constant at 3.8 ksi as was 
their bolt diameter at 1”.  

Head Angle, θhead

 

Figure 3-26: Definition of head angle 

Furche and Eligehausen’s specimens failed by one of two modes: concrete breakout or side blow-out. The 
transition from concrete breakout failure to side blow-out was dependent on the ratio of cover dimension 
to embedment depth and the ratio of embedment depth to head bearing area. They determined an equation 
to define the critical cover/embedment ratio as a function of embedment/bearing area ratio: 
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c1 = cover dimension (in) 

hd = embedment depth (in) 
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Anh = net bearing area (in2) 

Figure 3-27 plots equation 3-11. Cover/embedment values that plot above the transition line fall in the 
region where concrete breakout failure should occur. Values below the transition line fall in the region of 
side blow-out failure. 

Furche and Eligehausen developed an equation to define the side blow-out capacity of headed anchors: 

 
'
cnh1 fAc4.6T =  (3-14) 

T = ultimate capacity of a single anchor bolt (lbs) 

fc’ = concrete cylinder strength (ksi) 

The variables c1 and Anh are as defined for equation 3-11. Equation 3-14 was produced from a regression 
analysis of Furche and Eligehausen’s data as well as the published data of Hasselwander and Lo [54]. 
Furche and Eligehausen recommended an additional factor of 0.8 to produce a 5% fractile capacity. 
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Figure 3-27: Furche and Eligehausen’s transition of failure modes for headed anchors 

Additionally, Furche and Eligehausen observed the following: 

• Of the bolts which failed by side blow-out, the diameter of the blow-out cone was between 6 to 8 
times the cover dimension, c1. 

• Measurements of lateral concrete deformations indicated that lateral bulging of the concrete cover 
did not begin until the peak capacity of the bolt was achieved. 

• Shallower head angles resulted in significantly reduced anchorage capacities. For the shallow 
angles tested by Furche and Eligehausen (5o and 20o), the capacity of the bolts was reduced by as 
much as 50% from the capacity of bolts with head angles of 90o. 

3.6 CODE PROVISIONS 
There are no code provisions that provide direct guidance for the detailing of headed reinforcing bars. 
Both Wright and McCabe [113] and DeVries [38] have proposed anchorage provisions for headed bars 
which have already been presented. However, neither of the proposed guidelines has been included in the 
2002 ACI 318 Building Code. The few guidelines that do exist among the design codes are discussed in 
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this section. The ACI and AASHTO codes are discussed as well some provisions from the Canadian 
design and a controversial ASTM specification. Guidelines for bearing plates will also be discussed since 
they closely resemble the theoretical anchorage behavior of headed bar heads. 

3.6.1 U.S. Mechanical Anchorage Provisions 
Both the ACI 318 code [2] and the AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications [1] use nearly identical 
language for their mechanical anchorage provisions. Currently, designers using headed bars would 
probably take their guidance from the provisions for mechanical anchorage. Section 12.6 of the ACI code 
and Section 5.11.3 of the AASHTO code provide provisions for mechanical anchorage. Both provisions 
state the following: 

• Any mechanical device capable of developing the strength of a reinforcing bar without damaging 
the concrete is allowed. 

• Such devices may consist of a combination of the mechanical anchorage and bond of the 
additional embedment length of reinforcement between the point of maximum bar stress and the 
mechanical anchoring device. The commentary of both provisions specifically states that the 
yield strength of the bar does not need to be entirely supported by the mechanical anchorage 
provided that the combination of bond and mechanical anchorage can support the yield strength. 

• Documentation of the sufficiency of the mechanical anchoring device shall be provided in 
contract drawings or presented to the pertinent building official. 

Otherwise, no guidelines for design and use of mechanical anchoring devices is provided. 

3.6.2 Canadian Shear Provisions 
The Canadian Code, CSA A23.3-94 for Design of Concrete Structures [6] allows for the use of headed 
shear reinforcement in Clause 13.4.8 of the code. Sub-clauses 13.4.8.1-3 of this code requires the 
following: 

• The headed anchorage shall be capable of developing the full yield strength of the bar. 

• The head area of the bar shall be at least 10 times the area of the bar unless experimental evidence 
justifies a smaller size. 

• The factored total shear stress resistance (in SI units) shall be no greater than 0.8 '
cc fλφ  which is 

1.33 times greater than the total allowed for members with conventional shear reinforcement. 

• The factored shear stress contribution from concrete (in SI units) shall be no greater than 
0.3 '

cc fλφ  which is 1.5 times greater than that allowed for members with conventional 
reinforcement. 

The second statement undoubtedly derives from the headed stud research performed by Dilger and Ghali 
[40, 79] at the University of Calgary. The increases in concrete shear capacity result from the enhanced 
confinement effect that headed bars should presumably provide. 

3.6.3 ASTM Specification for Weld Connected Heads 
The ASTM A970 Specification for Welded Headed Bars [5] applies to headed bars in which the head is 
connected to the bar by means of any welded connection. The specification deals primarily with quality 
control standards for the head-bar weld connection, but also contains requirements for head sizes.  
Specification 7 deals with the quality control of the weld connection and mandates procedures for several 
performance tests including static tension and bend tests of the head-bar connection. Additionally, 
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Appendix X2 includes non-mandatory recommendations for metallurgical and hardness tests of the head 
and welded zone. The appendixes (in X3.6-7) also recommend extensive record keeping of automated 
production process parameters specifically citing force, temperature, and revolutions, all of which are 
parameters associated particularly with friction-welded heads. 

Specification 5 “Materials and Manufacture” is the most significant for structural designers. This is the 
specification that mandates head sizes for welded headed bars. Table 1 lists gross head area requirements 
that correspond to 10 bar areas for each bar size (or Anh/Ab = 9). Note 2 of the table states that such head 
sizes are to ensure that concrete crushing failure does not occur underneath the head based on a concrete 
compressive strength of 30 MPa (4.4 ksi) and a bar yield strength of 420 MPa (61 ksi). Note 4 states that 
the specified head sizes are necessary for anchorage of the bar by the head only. Heads with smaller sizes 
are permissible provided that the headed bar manufacturer provide documentation that confirm the 
suitability of the head for the intended application (Specification 5.3). 

This ASTM Specification is controversial because of the head size specifications. Some designers and 
manufactures feel that it is inappropriate for the ASTM document to specify head size and that that 
decision should rest with the structural engineer. In a correspondence between this author and Steven 
McCabe of the University of Kansas who was the author of the standard [116], Mr. McCabe stated that 
the head size recommendations were developed out of a collective work including the SINTEF tests 
performed for Metalock as well as “hundreds of studies of these [headed bars] in various locations on 
both sides of the Atlantic.” The size recommendations were also influenced by the inclusion within the 
Canadian CSA Code of a 10 bar area requirement for head size. 

The quality control measures specified in the document also bear striking resemblance to those practiced 
by HRC. The language in parts of the code suggests a bias towards friction-welded headed bars over other 
potential forms of welded headed bars. Mr. McCabe stated that he worked with representatives from HRC 
during the formation of the ASTM specifications. Given the fact that HRC is the only manufacturer of 
friction welded headed bars at the current time and thus have the only documented methods for the 
quality control of welded headed bars, their standards of production may have overly influenced the 
writing of the code. 

As a result of the head size requirements and the language of the quality control standards, the ASTM 
specification has been viewed as biased towards HRC’s headed bars and biased against their competitor, 
ERICO’s Lenton Terminator. Due to these controversies over the first draft of the ASTM specification, 
new drafts of the A970 Specification are currently under development. Within the newer drafts, inclusion 
of quality control standards for other forms of head-bar connections such as the tapered thread used by 
ERICO may also be included and the minimum head size standards may also be modified or dropped 
[116]. 

3.6.4 U.S. Bearing Strength Provisions 
Both the ACI and AASHTO code contain similar provisions regarding the bearing strength of concrete. 
Bearing strength is covered in Section 10.17 of the ACI code and Section 5.7.5 of the AASHTO code. 
Both codes give the following equation: 

 Pn   =    
1

2
1

'
c A

AAf85.0  (3-15) 

Pn = concrete bearing strength (lbs) 
fc' = concrete compressive stress (psi) 
A1 = loaded area (in2) 
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A2 = notional area defined by a frustum projected beneath the loaded surface, as defined in 
Figure 3-28 (in2) 

Because there is a limit imposed on the maximum size of A2 (see Figure 3-28), the maximum bearing 
strength provided by Equation 3-13 is 1.7fc'. 
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Figure 3-28: Definition of notional area 

3.7 FINAL COMMENTS 
There are many details from the collection of reviewed literature in this chapter that warrant reflection. 

First, among the research that has been performed on headed bars, a disproportionate amount of the work 
has used only one type of headed bar, HRC’s friction welded head. Of the 15 research projects on headed 
bars that were reviewed, only one project has represented both HRC’s and ERICO’s head types in the 
research (the Clarkson study), and even then, the experiments with the friction-welded heads and the 
threaded heads were not directly comparable to one another. The early Caltrans study was also 
comprehensive in its representation of a variety of head types, and the pullout tests by DeVries and 
Bashandy at the University of Texas represented a variety of head sizes. However, despite these 
exceptions, the predominance of the research has used only one head type: a friction-welded head of a 
size of about 10 bar areas. This is a major shortcoming of the available research and should be addressed 
in future studies. 

The studies by Caltrans (1974) and the University of Texas (DeVries) have both demonstrated that bond 
can be a significant component of headed bar anchorage and that the current development length 
equations can be used to reasonably estimate the contribution of bond stress. Data from Caltrans, the 
University of Texas, and Clarkson have also indicated that, because of the contribution of bond, head 
sizes smaller than 10 bar areas can work for certain situations particularly when the embedment length of 
the bar is large. 

The bearing capacity study by Williams has shown that capacity is proportional to the square root of the 
plate area times the effective unloaded area. If the effective unloaded area is considered to be four times 
the minimum cover dimension squared, 4c1

2 (essentially the largest square which can be inscribed 
underneath the load plate), then the following results: 

 Pn ( ) 11
2

1121
1

2
1 Ac2c4AAA

A
AA ===∝  (3-16) 

The final product shown above is very similar to the basic side blow-out formula which DeVries used to 
model the behavior of the deeply embedded headed bars and Furche and Eligehausen used for deeply 
embedded anchor bolts: 
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The similarity between the two equations tends to suggest a similarity in behavior. Side blow-out failure 
and bearing failure both involve the formation of a compressed wedge of concrete at the head or bearing 
plate. Forward movement of this wedge is resisted by friction parallel to the surface of the wedge and 
lateral tension stresses in the surrounding concrete. In the case of a bearing plate test, lateral tension 
results in through splitting of the concrete block specimen (Figure 3-29, part i.). In the case of a headed 
bar or anchor bolt which is close to an edge, the lateral tension results in splitting and spalling of the 
concrete surface that provides the least cover (Figure 3-29, part ii). The three types of tests demonstrate 
similar behavior and their capacities show a dependency on the same variables. Thus, it is reasonable that 
the collected data from bearing tests, deeply embedded anchor bolt tests, and deeply embedded headed 
bar tests could be assimilated into one database representing a class of behavior which could be used to 
calibrate a formula for the bearing capacity in all three types of applications. 

Another similarity in behavior between bearing studies, anchor bolt studies, and headed bar studies 
appears in the term for the modification factor for radial stress disturbances, Ψ1. While such a term does 
not appear in any of the bearing capacity formulas, experimental evidence has suggested that such a term 
might be appropriate. The Ψ1 term recognizes an improvement in capacity for headed bars in which the 
secondary cover dimension, c2, is greater than the minimum cover dimension, c1 (see Figure 3-30). 
Williams noted that the capacity of an edge plate was enhanced when additional width was added to the 
sides of his specimens. Niyogi also noted that capacity calculations based solely on the projection of the 
load plate in defining the effective unloaded area tended to under-predict the measured capacities of uni-
axial eccentric specimens. Williams’ and Niyogi’s experimental observations suggest that bearing 
capacity improves as the ratio c2/c1 increases and a Ψ1 type term would be appropriate for bearing 
capacity formulations. 

i. Bearing Failure

Side View Top View

Side
View

ii. Side Blow-Out

Top View

 

Figure 3-29: Splitting mechanism in bearing and side blow-out failures 
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Figure 3-30: Effect of the secondary cover dimension, c2 
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CHAPTER 4:  BACKGROUND ON STRUT-AND-TIE MODELING  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Strut-and-Tie Modeling (STM) is a detailing and ultimate strength calculation procedure for discontinuity 
regions within structures. When point loads are introduced onto structural members or abrupt changes in 
cross-section are introduced, conventional methods of plane section analysis are no longer sufficient. 
Such locations (termed disturbed regions) are generally detailed using rules of experience or empirical 
guidelines based on limited research data. Such methods are not based in structural mechanics for 
ultimate strength determination. Empirical methods are limited to the experience base from which the 
method derives. It is possible to analyze disturbed regions using complex analysis procedures such as 
finite elements. However, the computer software necessary for such computation is not readily available 
to many designers. Furthermore, the cost and time of such analysis, which might constitute a large 
percentage of the designer’s effort, does not always reflect the material and construction cost of the 
disturbed regions, which may represent only a minor part of the cost of a complete construction project. 
Strut-and-tie modeling represents an in-between design method for complex structural details that has a 
basis in mechanics but is simple enough to be readily applied in design. 

STM is a method involving the idealization of a complex structural member into a simple collection of 
struts, ties, and nodes representing, in a general manner, the flow of stress paths within the member. 
Figure 4-1 shows some typical structural components for which STM could be applied. STM is ideal for 
deep members, joints, supporting brackets or corbels, dapped beam ends, anchorage zones for post-
tensioning, and many other complex structural components. 

STM is derived from plasticity theory. STM is a lower bound solution method. According to the theory of 
plasticity, any statically admissible stress field that is in equilibrium with the applied loads and in which 
stress levels are on or within the material yield surface constitutes a lower bound solution [82]. Plastic 
material behavior is a primary assumption of plasticity theory. Strain capacity of the materials is a 
fundamental requirement to fully satisfy that a lower bound solution occurs. Though plain concrete lacks 
considerable plastic stress-strain behavior, properly detailed, confined concrete can sustain ductile 
compressive strains (Figure 4-2). Plasticity theory has been applied to the design of reinforced concrete 
but only with the proviso that strain limits within the concrete are limited or adequate detailing is 
provided to enhance the ultimate strain limits of the material. 

STM involves the construction of a truss mechanism contained within the boundaries of the member 
being analyzed. The truss mechanism is composed of struts that model concrete compression fields, ties 
that model tensile steel reinforcement, and nodes that represent the localized zones in which the tensile 
steel is anchored into the concrete and strut forces are transferred into the ties. The struts and ties carry 
only uniaxial stresses. This truss mechanism must be stable and properly balance the applied loads. 
Failure of the truss mechanism is dictated by yielding of one or more ties or by excessive stresses within 
the struts or nodes or by an anchorage failure of the reinforcement at one of the nodes. When used 
properly to detail a structural member, only the first of the aforementioned failure modes should occur. 
The choice of acceptable concrete stress levels for struts and nodes is an empirical add-on to conventional 
plastic theory designed to allow for the use of concrete. Allowable stress levels are chosen to prevent 
local crushing or splitting of struts and nodes and are generally based on the degree of confinement 
available to the concrete. 
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Figure 4-1: Examples of strut-and-tie modeling 
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Figure 4-2: Deformation response of plain and confined concrete 
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In order to apply STM to structural concrete members, it is convenient to delineate disturbed regions from 
the other parts of the structure that will follow plane section material behavior and which can be analyzed 
using conventional beam analysis (Figure 4-3). Such regions of the structure are typically termed bending 
or B-regions. Likewise, the disturbed regions are termed D-regions. The selection of the D-region 
boundary is based on St. Venant’s Theorem and the transition of local stress fields into full section stress 
fields. Typically, a boundary line is drawn at a distance of 1-1.5 times the depth of the member from the 
point of applied load or the edge of the abrupt change in section. A static solution is found for the member 
as a whole to determine all reaction forces, moment diagrams, and the like. Then cracked section analysis 
(Figure 4-3, ii.) is conducted within the B-regions to determine boundary stresses for the D-regions. 
Following this step, the D-region can be isolated and treated as a separate entity with all reaction forces 
and boundary stresses treated as externally applied loads. Consideration must also given to the placement 
of reinforcement within the B-regions and the continuity of that reinforcement into the D-region. Figure 
4-4 shows the separation of a dapped beam into D- and B-regions. 

Once the D-region is isolated, a truss mechanism is constructed based on a probable flow path for the 
internal stresses. As stated before, the truss mechanism consists of struts, ties, and nodes. Figure 4-4 
shows some of these components for a dapped beam end. STM allows for several different types of struts 
and nodes. Figure 4-5 shows some possible strut types. The most likely strut type is the prism strut with a 
constant cross-sectional shape all along its length. A fan type strut is likely to occur at a deep beam end 
where the diagonal shear struts converge to a single node. The bottle-shaped strut is likely to occur where 
large amounts of surrounding concrete allow the compression stresses to bulge outward in the middle of 
the strut. The spreading within a bottle-shaped strut produces tension stresses that may require transverse 
reinforcement. A bottle shaped strut may be reduced to an equivalent truss for a better understanding of 
the flow of forces. 
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Figure 4-3: Beam analysis methods 

Figure 4-6 shows the three basic node types. A Compression-Compression-Compression (CCC) node is 
the intersection of three compression struts. A Compression-Compression-Tension (CCT) node is the 
intersection of two struts and a tension tie. A Compression-Tension-Tension (CTT) node represents the 
intersection of one compression strut with two tension ties. CCT and CTT nodes generally have lower 
effective strengths than CCC nodes due to the disruption effect created by the splitting associated with 
bond anchorage of the reinforcing bars. Theoretically Tension-Tension-Tension (TTT) nodes are possible, 
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but they are not likely in practice. There are, of course, other possible node combinations involving the 
intersection of four or more struts and ties. In 3-dimensional truss models these are quite possible (see 
Figure 4-1, iv. Deep Pile Cap). 
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Figure 4-4: Division of dapped beam into B- and D-regions 
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Figure 4-5: Strut types 
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Figure 4-6: Basic node types 

4.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The use of truss models to describe behavior of structural concrete members began slightly over 100 years 
ago when Ritter developed a truss model (Figure 4-7) to analyze the action of shear in reinforced concrete 
beams [95]. In the following years (from 1900 – 1920’s), the shear truss model was refined by Mörsch 
[80], Withey [111] (who introduced the concept to the United States), and Talbot [101] (who compared 
truss model analysis to data from experimental beam tests). Experimental testing indicated that the truss 
models provided very conservative estimates of shear capacity. The truss models simply did not account 
for shear contributions that came from the tensile capacity of the concrete and other miscellaneous 
factors. Eventually a more empirical method was developed to calculate shear strength in which the 
capacity was determined by the summation of a concrete contribution, Vc, and a stirrup contribution, Vs. 
This practice was first introduced by Richart in 1927 [94], and the truss models for shear soon fell out of 
fashion. Though truss models were sometimes utilized to explain certain phenomena in simple terms such 
as the model Mörsch [81] developed for distribution of a concentrated load into a cross-section 
(Figure 4-8), emphasis on the truss modeling waned in English speaking countries.  

The truss model was eventually revisited in the English speaking countries in the late 1960’s and early 
1970’s as a means of calculating the ultimate capacity of beams subjected to combined shear and torsion. 
Lampert and Thürlimann [61] developed a model for torsion based on the theory of plasticity 
(Figure 4-9). The torsion model was refined by Lüchinger [65], Mitchell and Collins [78], and Ramirez 
and Breen [90] so that the space truss could account for all actions of shear, torsion, bending, and axial 
load in combination. 
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Figure 4-7: The Ritter truss model for shear 
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Figure 4-8: Morsch’s truss model for concentric, concentrated load 
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Figure 4-9: Truss model for torsion 

Following the resurgence of the truss model in the 1970’s for shear, torsion, and bending, a general 
method of truss modeling began to emerge for all structural situations. The strut-and-tie modeling 
approach for discontinuity regions was developed and endorsed by Marti [69, 71] and Schlaich [98] in the 
1980’s. In 1984, the Canadian CSA Standard [6] introduced STM into code draft. STM provisions have 
been introduced into the AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications [1] and ACI recently included 
provisions in the ACI 318 Code, 2002 Edition [2]. 

4.3 STM DESIGN PROVISIONS 

4.3.1 Procedure for STM Design 
STM is only a small part within the design of a structure, and usually one of the later steps. Figure 4-10 
shows the flowchart for structural design and the place of STM within the complete process.  STM is a 
tool that may facilitate detailing disturbed regions. Other methods (empirical or mechanical) may also be 
available to the designer to guide the detailing of D-Regions. If STM is to be utilized, the primary 
structural analysis must be performed beforehand. Because compatibility between D- and B-regions must 
be maintained, STM can only be performed after the primary structural analysis and the determination of 
the forces at the boundaries of the D-regions and the selection of the primary (B-Region) reinforcing steel 
that will be continued into and anchored within the D-regions. 
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Figure 4-10: Flowchart for structural design 

Figure 4-11 outlines the procedure for STM. STM begins with the determination of D-region boundaries 
and the calculation of boundary forces on the D-region (steps 1 and 2 in the flowchart). Once the 
geometry of the D-region and the applied loads are known, a truss model can be chosen (step 3). If 
several load cases exist for the structural member, then different boundary forces may exist for each load 
case. One truss model may not be sufficient for the different configurations of applied loads and separate 
truss models may be developed for each load case. Truss models should be determinate if possible. 
Indeterminate truss models for STM are somewhat questionable since they require elastic properties for 
the truss members to carry out the analysis of forces. It is difficult to determine reasonable elastic 
properties for struts and ties because the actual structure will not be a truss, but a complex bulk member 
with non-uniform stress fields. Since the method is approximate in any case, it makes much more sense to 
maintain simplicity by keeping the truss determinate and avoiding the additional work required for an 
indeterminate analysis. An alternative when stress flow paths are complex is to develop multiple truss 
arrangements and arbitrarily divide the applied loads among the different trusses (This approach has been 
recommended by Schliach [98] and experimentally confirmed by Maxwell [74] for a wall with an 
opening). It is important for the designer to keep the approximate nature of STM in mind when 
performing the process. Exaggerated complexity in the analysis is not likely to enhance the STM design 
outcome to any significant degree and will only consume time and energy. 

Once a basic truss model is chosen, the geometry of the truss must be established. The geometry of the 
final truss will depend on the depth of nodes, struts, and tie steel. However, these parameters may not be 
known at the beginning of the STM process and an iterative process must be used. Some geometric 
parameters may be set because of boundary conditions such as bearing plate dimensions or the centroids 
of reinforcing steel layers and struts that continue from the B-regions into the D-regions. Such 
information can be utilized to bring the geometry of the initial truss model close to its final form (step 4). 
For this reason, it is necessary to have performed an analysis and design of the adjacent B-regions before 
proceeding with STM. When the geometry of the truss model is determined, then the truss can be 
analyzed and the forces in the struts, ties, and nodes calculated (step 5). 
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Following the calculation of the strut and tie forces, the required area of steel for the ties is generally 
calculated (step 6). Thus bar sizes can be selected and the layout of steel detailed. The layout of the tie 
steel must be checked to see if it fits within the geometry of the concrete member and must be detailed so 
that its centroid aligns with the assumed centroid of the tie in the truss model. If the tie steel does not fit, 
then the designer must redraw the truss model to suit a geometry in which the tie steel will fit and re-
calculate the truss forces (step 6a). The designer must then determine if the selected tie steel will still 
work or if a new bar selection must be made. Once the tie steel has been selected, then the layout of the 
tie bars can be used to help determine the geometry of the nodes and struts. 

The next part of the process (step 7) is the checking of strut and node stresses. The designer must 
determine some dimensions of depth and width for the nodes and struts, so that the node and struts forces 
can be converted into stresses and compared to the allowable stress limits imposed by the code 
provisions. Some designers prefer to work backwards for this step, by using the allowable stress limits to 
determine what face areas are necessary for the struts and nodes to accommodate the known strut and tie 
forces. Once the necessary face areas are known, they can be compared against the geometry of the 
concrete member to see if the truss model would actually fit. If the nodes and struts cannot be made to fit 
within the concrete dimensions, then the truss model must be redrawn to allow the nodes and struts to fit 
and the forces in the model must be re-calculated (step 7a). If the forces change significantly, then the 
struts and nodes must be rechecked and the process repeated as necessary until all of the truss components 
meet acceptable stress limits and fit within the confines of the overall member dimensions. In complex 
details, this process can be tedious. One disadvantage of the STM may be the need to iterate solutions 
until the components of the model meet the restraints of geometry and stress, especially if strut 
dimensions are critical. 

After the locations of the struts, ties, and nodes have been finalized and meet the acceptable stress limits, 
the last detail to be attended to is anchorage of the primary reinforcement. Development of reinforcement 
follows the conventional provisions for straight and hooked bars that were discussed in Chapter 2. The 
critical section where development must occur is generally where the bar intersects the strut(s) that it 
anchors. Anchorage in strut-and-tie models is a major issue in applying the STM method. Frequently, 
nodes are not large enough to accommodate the full development length necessary for a straight or 
hooked bar. In many cases it is necessary to extend the development of the bar past the back face of the 
node. This may require the extension of the concrete dimensions of the structural member that is being 
designed. Mechanical anchorage has become an inviting alternative for many anchorage problems in 
STM because of this. 

The design process of the D-regions should flow smoothly from the design of the B-regions and should 
never require the designer to proceed backward in the process outlined in Figure 4-10.  It is possible that 
some iteration is needed before a final detailing solution for the D-region is achieved, however, struts are 
less likely to control and tie force and location can be quickly discerned.  
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Figure 4-11: Flowchart for the STM process 

4.3.2 Dimensioning of Nodes, Struts, and Ties 
Dimensioning of nodes, struts, and ties is based on compatibility with boundary conditions when possible. 
Code guidelines sometimes provide guidance as well. Dimensioning of struts is typically based on the 
dimensions of the nodes at either end of the strut. Dimensioning of a node is in turn typically based on the 
detailing of steel tie bars that anchor at the node, bearing plate dimensions that define one or two edges of 
the node, or compatibility with struts that propagate from the B-regions into the D-regions. Dimensioning 
of ties is based on compatibility with reinforcing bars that continue from the B-regions into the D-region, 
detailing requirements such as minimum clear spacing or development length provisions, or 
recommendations contained with the code literature. 

Several factors may govern the selection of tie bars. Limited space available for development length may 
prompt a designer to choose a large number of smaller bars to provide a tie because smaller bars require 
less length to develop. Furthermore, most code provisions recommend a wide spacing of tie reinforcement 
in order to better distribute anchorage stresses at nodes. On the other hand, it is frequently preferable to 
closely space tie reinforcement and consolidate the tie steel area into larger bars so that the tie force can 
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be positioned close to the concrete surface. This improves crack control and makes more efficient use of 
tie steel by increasing the lever arm over which it acts (Figure 4-12). Many times, the layout of tie steel is 
governed by the continuation of reinforcement from the B-region. However, when continuity is not a 
concern, the engineer must weigh the conflicting considerations listed above when detailing the layout of 
tie bars. 

Depth
of Node

Centroid
of Tie

Depth
of Node

Centroid
of Tie

i. Widely Spaced Tie
Reinforcement

ii. Closely Spaced Tie
Reinforcement  

Figure 4-12: Distribution of tie reinforcement 

Nodes are generally dimensioned after ties. Most codes specify limits to which nodal boundaries can be 
assumed to extend beyond the dimensions of the tie reinforcement for CCT and CTT node situations. FIB 
recommendations [13] allows for the node to extend to the limit of the clear cover or ½ the clear spacing 
between layers of bars (Figure 4-13). FIB does require that reinforcement be extended at least a distance 
equal to the clear cover or ½ the clear spacing beyond the face of the node before these limits can be 
assumed for the node dimensions. The AASHTO Code [1], the Ontario Bridge Code [11], and the CSA 
Canadian Concrete Building Code [6] all allow the node boundary to be drawn up to six bar diameters 
(6db) from the surface of the tie reinforcement (Figure 4-14). Most literature refers to the use of STM 
within two-dimensional members wherein the model is assumed to act across the full member width. 
However, if the detailing provides for a very large side cover or if the truss model acts within a three-
dimensional body, then the above limits can also be applied to define the transverse limits of the node. 
The ACI code [2] recommends dimensioning of nodes based on hydrostatic principles. 

In addition to the recommended limits, all of the above mentioned codes recommend proportioning of 
nodes based on “hydrostatic” stress distributions when the face geometry is not governed by the 
dimensions of tie reinforcement or bearing pads. The term “hydrostatic” implies equal normal stresses 
along all three axes of the material stress block. In the convention of STM terminology, however, a node 
is termed “hydrostatic” when the stresses balance along only the two axes defining the plane of the truss. 
The state of stress along the transverse axis is generally ignored or treated with a separate truss model. 
When a node is hydrostatic, the dimensions of the faces are in proportion to the forces acting on those 
faces and the normal stresses are equal on all faces (Figure 4-15). Because the stresses are equal on all 
three faces, there is presumably no shear stress within the region defined by the node. It is not necessary 
that a node be hydrostatic. Concrete can bear shear stress to a certain extent and nodes need not be 
proportioned according to hydrostatic principles. Schlaich [98] recommended that the ratio of the 
maximum to minimum stress (σ1/σ2) in a non-hydrostatic node not exceed a value of two. 
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Figure 4-13: FIB recommendations for dimensioning of nodes 

Generally nodes are defined by the intersection of three struts and/or ties. However, in some complex 
truss models, four or more struts or ties may intersect at a single node (termed a “macro-node” for lack of 
a better term). In such cases, nodes may be subdivided into more basic struts and nodes for easier 
analysis. Schlaich [98] first provided such an example in which five struts intersected at a single node. 
Schlaich demonstrated that it was possible to combine some of the struts before they intersected the node, 
thus cleaning up the node region and simplifying the problem (Figure 4-16, part i.).  Sometimes it is 
preferable to partition a node so that stress at an interior section can be checked (Figure 4-16, part ii.). The 
geometry of nodes can be subdivided and treated in such manners as long as equilibrium is satisfied and 
the material stress limits are not violated. 
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Figure 4-14: AASHTO recommendations for dimensioning of nodes (after Figure 5.6.3.3.2-1 [1]) 
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Figure 4-15: Hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic nodes 

Once the geometry of the nodes has been set, the struts are drawn. Struts are defined by the face geometry 
of the nodes that they intersect. Thus, all of the geometric considerations of struts are solved when the 
nodes are defined. When struts taper from a large node face to a smaller node face, they are generally 
analyzed at their smaller end where the stress will be greater. 

The last consideration in dimensioning is the development length of the tie reinforcement. Most codes 
allow for the development length of the reinforcement to be measured from the point where the tie steel 
intersects the struts that they anchor (Figure 4-17). This point is a good approximation of the location of 
the critical crack in many CCT node situations. When multiple layers of bars are used in the tie, the point 
where the centroid of the steel intersects the strut is used as the beginning of the development length. 
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Figure 4-16: Subdivision and simplification of nodes 
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Figure 4-17: Development of tie reinforcement in nodes 

4.3.3 Limitations on Strut-Tie Angle 
Various sources (Lampert and Thürlimann [61], Ramirez and Breen [90], and Mitchell and Collins [78]) 
have proposed limitations on the angle that can be subscribed between a compression strut and a tie that 
anchors within that strut. Limits on strut angle have been proposed between 15o to 65o from various 
studies.  These limits derive from studies of one-way members (beams) in shear and are specifically 
intended for the application of truss models and compression field theory for shear and torsion. Rational 
strut angle limits for truss models in less regular conditions have not been studied. Strut angle limits exist 
as an indirect method of controlling strain in the tie. At low angles, the cracks that develop as the truss 
mechanism forms become too wide to be acceptable. The AASHTO code [1] bases the capacity of struts 
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on strut-tie angle (see discussion in Section 4.3.5) and allows less capacity when the angle is low. The 
ACI code [2] places a lower limit of 25o on the strut-tie angle in Section A.2.5. 

4.3.4 Strength of Nodes 
Once the dimensions of the nodes are determined, then the stresses at the faces of the nodes can be 
checked. The stress limits for nodes are generally some fraction, νe, of the concrete compressive strength, 
fc', times a reduction factor, φ, for safety. The factor νe is frequently referred to as an efficiency factor. 
The efficiency factors for CCC, CCT, and CTT nodes are usually different. CCT and CTT nodes are 
generally assigned smaller efficiency factors than CCC nodes because the tensile stresses produced by 
bond of the tie reinforcement are presumed to have a weakening effect on the strength of those nodes. 
Table 4-1 lists the efficiency (νe) and strength reduction (φ) factors from various design codes. Note that 
while many of the codes have different safety reduction factors, they also use different load factors in the 
design process. Thus the φ factors are not always comparable. The Canadian CAN3-A23.3-M94 [6], 
Ontario Bridge Code [11], and AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [1] were all authored by 
the same person and hence use the same efficiency factors. Notes on the FIB [13] allowable stresses are 
provided with the table. The units of stress are ksi for all formulations listed in Table 4-1. 

Table 4-1: Allowable stresses for nodes 

0.75
0.60
0.75
0.70
0.57
0.75
0.60
0.75
0.70
0.57
0.75
0.60
0.75
0.70
0.57

1.00φfc’
0.85φfc’
0.85φfc’
0.85φfc’

0.85(1-fc/36)φfc’
0.80φfc’
0.75φfc’
0.75φfc’
0.75φfc’

0.70(1-fc/36)φfc’
0.60φfc’
0.60φfc’
0.60φfc’
0.60φfc’

0.60(1-fc/36)φfc’

Node
Type

Design
Code

Limiting
Concrete

Stress

Strength
Reduction
Factor, φc

ACI 318-02
CAN3-A23.3-M94

Ontario Bridge Code
AASHTO LRFD

FIB*
ACI 318-02

CAN3-A23.3-M94
Ontario Bridge Code

AASHTO LRFD
FIB*

ACI 318-02
CAN3-A23.3-M94

Ontario Bridge Code
AASHTO LRFD

FIB*

CCC

CCT

CTT

* The FIB Recommendations use α/γc rather than φ. At ultimate
loads, α, a reduction factor, is equal to 0.85 and γc,a partial safety
factor, is equal to 1.5. The term (1-fc/36) is a reduction factor for
higher characteristic concrete strengths, fc, to recognize the more
brittle nature of high strength concrete failure.  

Most of the codes listed in Table 4-1 require node stress checks only at the faces that abut struts or 
bearing plates. The faces at which tensile reinforcement is anchored are considered acceptable if the 
anchorage requirements of the tensile reinforcement are met (ie. if the development length is acceptable). 
However, the ACI provisions require that allowable stresses not be exceeded on “any face of the nodal 
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zone or on any section through the nodal zone” (section RA.5.2) [2]. This is a rather stringent and 
possibly unnecessary requirement. 

4.3.5 Strength of Struts 
Struts are checked at both node faces that define their ends. The allowable stress in the strut can depend 
on several factors: the orientation of confining reinforcement across the strut (if any), the extent of 
cracking along the strut at the ultimate limit state, tensile or compression stresses perpendicular to the axis 
of the strut, and the slenderness of the beam web if shear compression struts are being modeled. The 
Canadian Code [6], the Ontario Bridge Code [11], and the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
[1] all use a stress limit recommended by Collins [78] that accounts for the orientation of the strut with 
respect to ties (strut angle) and the principle tensile strain perpendicular to the axis of the strut. The FIB 
uses a simple stress limit similar to those used for nodes. The ACI code recommends various efficiency 
factors based on the condition of the concrete through which the strut passes. 

The formulation used in the Canadian Code, the Ontario Bridge Code, and the AASHTO Bridge Code is 
given below: 

  '
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fcu = ultimate stress of the strut (ksi) 
fc' = concrete compression strength (ksi) 
ε1 = principal tension strain perpendicular to the axis of the strut (in/in) 
εs = tension strain in tie steel crossing the axis of the strut (in/in) 
θs = angle between the axis of the strut and the axis of the tie that it anchors 

It is permissible to assume a design value of 0.002 for εs in order to simplify the calculation. The strength 
of the strut is then determined solely by its inclination to the axis of the tie that it anchors. In Figure 4-18 
the ultimate strut stress is plotted as a function of the inclination assuming εs equal to 0.002. Additionally, 
safety factors, φ, equivalent to the ones shown in Table 4-1 are used. 
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Figure 4-18: Change in strut efficiency factor versus strut angle (AASHTO specifications) 
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Equation 4-1 was developed based on deep beam and shell element tests. The original definitions of θs 
and εs were developed for ties composed of stirrups crossing the paths of shear struts within deep beams 
at well distributed intervals, not bars that anchor the ends of the struts. The adaptation of equation 4-1 to 
the general STM case has not been verified by tests, nor has it been demonstrated that the equation is even 
suitable for such situations as stout, compact elements like corbels or three-dimensional strut-and-tie 
models such as in pile caps and post-tensioned deviation saddles to name but a few examples. 

The ACI specifications use a more basic design assumption. Strut-tie angle is limited to 25o, which 
corresponds approximately to a shear span to depth ratio of 2, the limit that defines a deep beam from a 
slender beam. Strut ultimate stress is determined by: 

 '
cScu f85.0f β=  (4-3) 

where β2 is chosen from the following conditions: 

• struts passing through uncracked concrete in a uniaxial fashion (such as in the compression zone 
of a beam):       βS = 1.00 

• struts passing through concrete in tension:   βS = 0.40 

• bottle shaped struts with appropriate reinforcement:  βS = 0.75 

• bottle shaped struts with no reinforcement:   βS = 0.60 

• all other cases:       βS = 0.60 

Appropriate reinforcement for bottle shaped struts must satisfy the following: 

 ∑ ≥γ 003.0sin
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i
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 Asi = area of steel in spacing, si, that crosses the path of the strut (in2) 

 si = spacing of reinforcement crossing the path of the strut (in) 

 b = the width of the strut perpendicular to the axis of the crossing reinforcement (in) 

γi = the angle between the axis of the strut and the axis of the crossing reinforcement; γ must be 
greater than 40o if only one layer of reinforcement crosses the strut 

Subscript i refers to the ith layer of reinforcement. Typically there would be two layers of reinforcement: 
horizontal and vertical. Additionally, the concrete stress is reduced by a strength reduction factor, φ, of 
0.75. 

 The FIB uses only one formulation: 
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fcu = ultimate concrete stress (ksi) 

fc = characteristic concrete stress (a statistical formulation of the concrete strength based on cylinder 
tests; it is reasonable to substitute fc' – 1.1 ksi) (ksi) 

fc' = concrete compression strength (ksi) 

Equation 4-5 provides the same stress limit for struts that is used for CTT nodes and conservatively 
assumes that the concrete in the struts will probably be cracked at the ultimate limit state. The same 
reduction factors applied to nodes are applied to struts. 
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4.4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Numerous experimental studies have been performed to refine truss models for shear in deep beams and 
prestressed beams (Ramirez and Breen [90], Rogowsky and MacGregor [92, 93], Vecchio and Collins 
[107, 108], and Alshegeir and Ramirez [19]). These studies have focused primarily on the shear strength 
provided by struts in plane stress situations. The results of these studies have formed the basis for the 
compression field theory and various truss models for shear in one-dimensional members (These theories 
are subsets of STM that have been specialized for the modeling of shear in beams and shell structures). 
Few experimental studies have examined the application of STM in complex discontinuity regions using 
the most general application of the method. Fewer still have attempted to perform tests of isolated struts 
or nodal zones. Summarized herein is a brief overview of the literature of such tests that has been found. 

4.4.1 Cook and Mitchell (Disturbed Regions) 
Cook and Mitchell studied the use of STM to predict failure loads for four scaled-down specimens at 
McGill University [35]. They studied a double-sided corbel, a rectangular dapped beam, an inclined 
dapped beam, and a beam with a rectangular opening in its web. They also compared the experimental 
results with non-linear finite element analysis. The purpose of the research was to verify the validity of 
the strut-and-tie method which Cook and Mitchell found acceptable for design purposes but not as 
accurate for predicting ultimate strength and failure modes as the non-linear finite element analysis. They 
recommended that the effective bearing area of struts and nodes should ignore cover concrete because this 
concrete tends to spall away at the ultimate limit state. STM under-predicted the ultimate capacity of all 
four experimental specimens as expected for a lower bound method. 

4.4.2 Beaupre (Deviation Saddles) 
Beaurpre applied STM to the analysis of 10 tests of 1/3 and 1/5 scale deviation saddles for external post-
tensioned tendons [23]. A deviation saddle for an external bridge tendon redirects the path of a tendon 
through a sharp angle break. Due to the abrupt change in tendon angle, a large vertical shear force must 
be transmitted through the deviation saddle into the bridge cross-section. Figure 4-19 shows the cross-
section of a typical saddle tested by Beaupre. Beaupre tested 10 such saddles as part of a large-scale 
research program sponsored by TxDOT to study the design and behavior of post-tensioned box-girder 
bridges with external tendons. STM was examined as a potential method for deviation saddle design. 

Deviation Resultants
of Tendon Forces

Top Surface
Reinforcement

Tie-Down
Reinforcement

 
Figure 4-19: Typical deviation saddle tested by Beaurpe 

STM for the deviation saddle was conducted in two parts: an analysis of the contribution of the tie-down 
reinforcement and an analysis of the contribution of the top surface reinforcement. Beaupre’s test results 
averaged 98% of his STM predictions with a standard deviation of 10%.  Some test results were only 85% 
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of his predicted STM values. STM should provide a lower bound solution and a calculated strength not 
less than the actual capacity of the specimen. Some of Beaupre’s over-predictions may have been due to 
an over-estimation of the contribution from the top surface reinforcement to hold down the tendons. The 
pullout force of the tendons acts almost perpendicularly to the axis of the top surface reinforcement. In 
order for the top surface reinforcement to act effectively against the pullout force of the tendons, it must 
deform substantially out of its plane until it can act at an angle to the applied load. This does not occur 
until the tie-down reinforcement has yielded substantially. It is very difficult for the two types of 
reinforcement to act in conjunction with one another and certainly difficult for the top surface 
reinforcement to contribute significantly to the capacity of the model without substantial distress to the 
deviation saddle. Omission of the contribution of the top surface reinforcement made Beaupre’s STM 
predictions conservative for six of the ten specimens. The remaining four specimens had potentially 
significant horizontal deviation forces that were neglected during STM analysis and almost certainly 
affected the ability of his simple STM model to predict test capacities. 

The behavior of the deviation saddles was dominated by tie action of the reinforcing steel. Compressive 
strength of the struts and nodes and anchorage of the ties was not critical for the capacity of the 
specimens. Failure of the specimens occurred by violent rupture of the top concrete and fracture of the tie-
down steel. 

4.4.3 Barton, Anderson, and Bouadi (Dapped Beams and Nodes) 
Dapped beams and nodes were studied at the University of Texas as a means of experimentally evaluating 
the use of STM and providing data for the design of the various components of strut-tie models 
particularly nodes [21]. 

The first phase of the research (conducted by Barton) consisted of tests of 4 dapped-end details. Two of 
the specimens were designed using STM, one using a method suggested by PCI [12], and a third using a 
method previously used by TxDOT that was suggested by Menon and Furlong [70]. All specimens had 
the same dimensions and were designed for the same external load. Barton found that all specimens 
performed adequately. In both cases in which STM was used for design, the capacity of the beam was 27-
42% higher than predicted. The Menon and Furlong approach gave the best estimate of strength while 
requiring the least horizontal and vertical steel reinforcement in the main tension ties (However, a 
difficult strap reinforcement detail was required.). Failure of specimen ST1 designed with STM occurred 
through yielding of the primary reinforcement, then crushing of the compression zone within the beam at 
large deflections. Failure of specimen ST2 designed with STM occurred at a lower load than ST1 by non-
ductile crushing of the compression zone within the beam. In both ST specimens, the STM method was 
applied successfully. Yielding of the primary tension reinforcement was achieved before crushing of the 
concrete within struts or nodal zones occurred. 

Following the tests of the dapped beam ends, isolated node tests were conducted by Anderson and 
Bouardi as the second phase of the project. 

Anderson tested nine isolated CTT nodes modeled after the anchorage point of the primary vertical tensile 
tie and the longitudinal beam reinforcement within the dapped beam ends from ST1 and ST2  (see 
Figure 4-20). Anderson tested such parameters as concrete strength (high: 5800 psi or low: 3700 psi), 
longitudinal bar anchorage (hooked or straight), confining reinforcement, strut width (a full bearing plate, 
8”, or half width, 4”), and strut angle (45o versus 30o). He found that cracking patterns of the isolated 
nodes were similar to cracking patterns observed in CCT nodes of the dapped beams. Of the nine 
specimens tested, three achieved the maximum capacity of the test set-up. All three of those specimens 
were made with high strength concrete and used the same reinforcement details as the ST1 dapped beam 
design. The following observations were noted for the remaining specimens: 
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• When the vertical reinforcement detail was altered from looped U-bars to 90o
 hooks placed 

parallel to the longitudinal bars, the node failed by spalling of side cover and anchorage failure of 
the vertical reinforcement. 

• When the strut bearing plate was reduced to half its width, the high concrete strength node still 
achieved the maximum capacity of the test set-up. However, the low concrete strength node failed 
by crushing under the load plate at a bearing stress of 3800 psi (approximately the compressive 
strength of the concrete). 

• Replacement with straight bar development of the hooked anchorage of the top layer of 
longitudinal reinforcement resulted in a bar slip failure. 

• Alteration of the strut angle from 45o to 300 resulted in higher forces in the longitudinal steel and 
failure of the straight bar anchorage for the lower layer of bars. 

• Cracking within the nodes extended from the bearing plate to the far corner of the node resulting 
in a severely reduced development length for the lower layer of the longitudinal reinforcement. 

• Cracking patterns also indicated that hooked bar anchorages tended to allow deeper struts at the 
face of the node than when straight bar anchorage was used. 

3.5”

2”
2”

1.5” 1.5”2” 2” 2”

45o

16.5”

15”

CTT Node

 

Figure 4-20: Isolated CTT node tested by Anderson 

Bouardi tested ten isolated CCT nodes modeled after the intersection of the bearing plate force and the 
primary horizontal tensile reinforcement (see Figure 4-21). Bouardi tested parameters such as concrete 
strength (high: 5000 psi or low: 2500 psi), the width of the bottom bearing plate (full, 12”, or half width, 
6”), confining reinforcement (none or # 3 hoops at 4”), anchorage of the tie reinforcement (hooked or 
straight), and bottom concrete cover (small: 1.25” or large: 3.75”). Four out of the ten specimens failed by 
compression failure. The tie bars began to yield in one specimen, but then an anchorage failure occurred. 
The remaining five specimens all failed by anchorage failures characterized by spalling of the side cover. 
Bouardi noted that it was very difficult to perform the isolated CCT node tests. The tests suffered from 
uneven bearing of the top load plate, horizontal friction at the bottom bearing, and uneven distribution of 
strain and bending among the tie bars. Despite these problems, Bouardi noted the following: 

• Only the low concrete strength specimens failed in compression. 
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• One low strength concrete specimen failed in anchorage because no confining reinforcement was 
provided for the tie bars. 

• Increased bottom cover increased the capacity of the specimens by 20%. 
• Replacing the straight bar anchorage of the bottom layer of tie bars with hooked bars decreased 

the capacity by a slight amount, 4%. 
• Calculation of effective bearing stresses for the four specimens that failed in compression 

indicated that the efficiency factor of the concrete in bearing was approximately 1.0. 
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Figure 4-21: Isolated CCT node tested by Bouardi 

4.4.4 Roberts, Sanders, Burdet, and Wollmann (Anchorage Zones) 
As part of an extensive study sponsored by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP) [28], Roberts performed experimental tests on local anchorage zones and Sanders and 
Wollmann performed half-scale tests on a number of typical post-tensioned general zone configurations. 
The local zone essentially constitutes the enlarged CCC node in front of a post-tensioned anchorage plate. 
The general zone constitutes the remainder of the D-region surrounding the anchorage as shown in 
Figure 4-22. Note that the distinction between the general and local zone for post-tensioned anchorages 
has more to do with construction practice and design liability than with structural behavior. The general 
and local zones represent partitions of design responsibility of the total disturbed region. Roberts studied 
local zones in order to develop design guidelines for anchor plates and confining steel of the local zone 
node. Sanders and Wollmann performed experimental tests on general zones for the purpose of verifying 
the acceptability and accuracy of STM as a method of designing the secondary tie steel required for 
spreading of the local zone stress into a full cross-section. Burdet performed numerous linear elastic finite 
element analyses that contributed to the design of test specimens and interpretation of results. 
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Figure 4-22: Local and general zones of post-tensioned structures 

Roberts [91] performed 28 tests of isolated local zones and 3 tests of non-isolated local zones. The 
purpose of the tests was to rate the quality of the existing acceptance tests for anchorage devices and to 
develop an improved test method. She studied such parameters as anchor plate type (multi-plane or flat 
plate), load history (monotonic, cyclic, or sustained loading), cover distance, spiral confinement 
parameters (pitch and diameter), auxiliary reinforcement in the local zone specimen, and the interaction 
between the local and general zones. Two interesting results were determined from these tests: the 
comparison of the local zone capacity to a variety of bearing formulas including a node strength formula 
developed by Schlaich and Schäfer [97] and the comparison of the results of isolated local zone tests to 
analogous tests of non-isolated local zones which were a parts of larger general zone elements. 

Roberts compared the results of her isolated local zone tests to seven models of bearing capacity. The 
focus of her analysis was to determine the best model that would account for the impact of the two 
primary variables of her study: the ratio of the unloaded concrete area to the bearing plate area of the 
anchorage plate, A2/A1 (see the discussion on bearing strength in sections 3.5.1 and 3.6.4 for more 
discussion on the A2/A1 ratio) and the amount of lateral confining steel. Roberts found that the following 
formula, based on work by Schliach and Schäfer, provided the best fit for her data: 
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fbearing = bearing stress of supported by the anchorage device (ksi) 

fc’ = concrete cylinder strength (ksi) 

A2 = the unloaded concrete area (refer to Figure 3-28) (in2) 

A1 = the bearing area of the anchorage device (in2) 

Acore = the area of concrete confined by spirals or ties (in2) 

flat = the lateral confining stress provided by spirals or ties (ksi): 
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Ds

fA2 ys   for spirals 

   
Ss

fA ys     for ties 

As = the bar area of the spiral or tie confining steel (in2) 

s = the pitch of spiral steel or the spacing of tie steel (in) 

D = the diameter of spiral confinement (in) 

S = the width tie reinforcement (in) 

Robert’s recommended formula for the allowable bearing stress of local zones once again shows the 
reliance of the bearing pressure on the A2/A1 ratio which was seen with many other anchorage situations. 
Furthermore, the formula indicates that even unconfined local zones can sustain a bearing stress as large 
as 3fc’. Since the local zone test was basically a node test, Robert’s work implies that the limitations on 
allowable bearing stresses that were reviewed in section 4.3.4 are very conservative. 

Robert’s also studied the influence of the general zone configuration on the capacity of the local zone. In 
a series of five tests, Roberts demonstrated that cracking and ultimate load data from isolated tests of local 
zones could suffice as lower bound estimates of the behavior of the local zone within a whole disturbed 
region. This conclusion has significant impact on the determination of node service and ultimate limit 
states. Robert’s work indicates that isolated tests of node zones can be used to conservatively determine 
limits for the performance of nodes. 

Sanders performed 36 tests of end bearing anchorages. He tested such parameters as anchorage 
eccentricity, multiple anchorages, curved and inclined tendon paths, the distribution of tie reinforcement, 
the confinement provided by lateral post-tensioning, and concrete strength. Wollmann performed 3 beam 
tests in which the general zone was influenced by reaction forces, 8 intermediate anchorage tests, and 3 
anchorage diaphragm tests. Wollmann’s tests represented complex yet commonly occurring instances of 
post-tensioned anchorages. Sanders’ and Wollmann’s test results were compared to STM predictions of 
capacity. Compression struts and nodes were limited by an allowable concrete compressive stress of 
0.7fc'. The average measured/calculated capacity ratio of all specimens was 1.40 (with a range from 0.95 
to 3.33) and the standard deviation was 0.44. The data suggest that STM is an acceptable and often very 
conservative design method for the post-tensioned anchorage zones.  

STM was poor in predicting of the mode of failure of all specimens. Where STM analysis determined that 
yielding of tie reinforcement would determine failure for most of the specimens, almost all specimens 
failed by compression in front of the local zone or bursting in the same location. These failure modes 
occurred because the general zones exceeded their yield capacities. The unanticipated high capacities of 
the general zones allowed the local (anchorage) zones to reach much higher stress levels than their design 
values, which resulted in brittle failures. 

The goal of much of the research on post-tensioned anchorages was to determine the specific rules that 
would make STM applicable to design of the anchorages. Thus much of the research interest was in the 
configuration of truss models and not on the strength of struts and nodes. Among the results of the post-
tensioned anchorage zone studies that can be extrapolated to the broad realm of STM application are: 

• Serviceability  (ie. crack control) within the D-region can best be accounted for if truss models 
are aligned closely with elastic stress distributions. The centroids of compression struts and 
tensile ties must match with centroids of compressive and tensile stress field in the elastic 
solution. An elastic solution must be available to properly implement a strut-and-tie model. For 
complex geometries in which designer intuition of stress fields will not suffice, elastic FEM 
analysis is preferred prior to the STM process. 
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• Compression stresses from the anchor plate spread laterally at a slope of 1:3. 
• A simple compression stress limitation of 0.7fc' for struts and nodes provided acceptable 

predictive results for the experimental tests. 
• Roberts’ tests imply that a conservative lower bound estimate of local nodal strength can be 

obtained from isolated tests of the nodal zones. 

4.4.5 Zeller (Corbels) 
Zeller [43, 114] studied four corbel specimens at the University of Karlsruhe in Germany. He studied the 
behavior of diagonal spitting in the primary compression strut. The variables were the orientation and 
amount of splitting reinforcement provided for the corbel struts and the length/depth ration of the corbels. 
Zeller measured the distribution of strain across the struts in his specimens. He determined that the 
compression stress was distributed non-uniformly and peaked at the re-entrant corner where the corbel 
and the support column joined one another (Figure 4-23). The extreme state of stress produced at the re-
entrant corner caused all corbel struts to fail in compression at that location, but only after yielding of the 
tie reinforcement had occurred. 
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Figure 4-23: Concrete strains in corbels tested by Zeller 

4.4.6 Armstrong, Salas, and Wood (Cantilever Bridge Piers) 
STM was examined experimentally as an alternative design method for cantilever bridge piers at the 
University of Texas [20, 112]. Specimens in the study resembled the corbels studied by Zeller [43, 114]. 
Figure 3-19 of the last chapter presented a schematic of a cantilever bridge pier typical of those studied at 
University of Texas. 

In tests of scaled down pier overhangs [20], researchers found the STM method provided conservative 
results comparable to conventional design methods. Overhangs designed using the STM method failed in 
flexure as they were designed to while some specimens designed using ACI provisions for corbels failed 
in shear when a flexural failure had been designed for. The re-entrant corner of the overhang was found to 
be the critical design region. Analysis of the CCC node at that region demonstrated that the node had a 
much higher capacity than predicted using allowable stress criteria recommended by Bergmeister [24]: 
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 4,000 psi  ≤ fc'  ≤  10,000 psi 

Additional tests were later performed to examine design procedures for the CCT node that occurs in the 
joint at the connection of the overhang to the support column [112]. The researchers found that the STM 
method was the only suitable method that correctly modeled the actions of the forces in the joint. 

4.4.7 Adebar and Zhou (Deep Pile Caps) 
Adebar and Zhou have examined the use of STM for design of deep pile caps [15, 16, 17]. They found 
that the current design practices recommended by ACI for deep pile caps based on punching shear and 
one-way flexure are unconservative. They proposed a design procedure based on STM (see illustration iv. 
in Figure 4-1). 

As part of their study on deep pile caps, Adebar and Zhou conducted analytical and experimental studies 
of isolated struts [16]. The isolated strut tests resembled double punch tests of concrete cylinders [30, 70] 
and they compared their strut results to existing data from double punch studies.  Figure 4-24 shows a 
typical double punch strut specimen. The purpose of the strut studies was to determine the maximum 
allowable compressive stress before transverse cracking would occur in the strut. In deep pile caps, it is 
not convenient to place confining reinforcement within the struts, therefore, the compressive stress in the 
struts must be limited to prevent splitting cracks. Based on the results of 40 experimental tests and their 
analytical work, Adebar and Zhou derived the following expression for the allowable compressive 
strength of struts: 
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 α = factor for confinement of surrounding concrete 

 β = factor for aspect ratio of strut 

 h = length of the strut from node face to node face (in) 

 b = width of strut, measured at the node faces (in) 

 A1 = area of strut at node faces (in2) 

 A2 = area of strut at point of maximum spreading (in2) 

 

Figure 4-24: Double punch strut test used by Adebar and Zhou 
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Average values of b and A1 should be used when the two end node faces of the strut have different 
geometries. The equation gives an absolute maximum bearing pressure of 1.8fc'. 

Following their study of struts, Adebar and Zhou used their bearing stress formula in conjunction with 
strut-and-tie models to predict the strength of 48 experimental tests of fifth-scale to full-scale size pile 
caps [15, 17]. The experimental data came from a variety of published studies on experimental tests of 
pile caps. They found that their STM method provided better results than the current ACI and CRSI 
methods of pile cap design. The range of measured/calculated capacity ratios using STM was 0.99 – 2.88 
with a mean of 1.55. The ACI and CRSI methods frequently over-estimated the capacity of the 
specimens. Despite that success, the ability of STM to predict the failure mode of the pile caps was very 
poor with only 21 out of 48 failure mode predictions correct. Of the 27 tests in which STM did not predict 
the correct mode of failure, all specimens were reported to have failed in shear although flexural failure 
(yielding of the tie steel) was predicted. It is possible that many of the reported shear failures may have 
actually been of mixed shear and flexural modes and were difficult to properly categorize.  

4.4.8 Maxwell (Wall with Opening) 
Maxwell [74] studied four small-scale wall specimens modeled after a hypothetical design example 
provided by Schlaich [98]. The purpose of the experiment was to provide service limit state and ultimate 
limit state data for a well-known design example using STM. Schliach developed two independent strut-
and-tie models for the flow of forces through a discontinuous wall with an opening. Schlaich then used 
both models in combination by splitting the wall loads 50-50 among the two trusses. His detailing 
recommendations were based upon the combined analysis. 

Maxwell tested four specimens: two specimens based on the two independent truss models developed by 
Schlaich, a third based upon combining the two trusses in the manner that Schlaich recommended, and a 
fourth that represented a slight modification of the combined truss analysis of the third specimen. All 
specimens achieved higher capacities than the design load, thus demonstrating that numerous truss 
models could be developed for the design of the wall structure and still supply a lower bound estimation 
of capacity. The combined truss analysis of specimen 3 proved more successful than the independent truss 
analyses of specimens 1 and 2 providing both a higher capacity and stiffer response to load. Specimen 2 
was designed with a truss based most closely on the elastic flow of stresses within the wall. It utilized the 
least weight of steel for its detailing requirements and achieved a higher capacity per pound of 
reinforcement than the other three specimens.  

4.4.9 Aguilar, Matamoros, and Parra-Montesinos (Deep Beams) 
Four deep beams were tested at Purdue University [18]. The study was similar to the Maxwell study in 
that the main purpose was to examine the effect of various design approaches to the performance of a 
structural element (in this case a simple deep beam). This type of approach is different from a strictly 
behavioral study in which only a single parameter is changed from specimen to specimen in order to 
examine the significance of that parameter without any interfering factors. In a design comparison, the 
various design approaches may lead to many differences in details from specimen to specimen. It is then 
much harder to discern the effect of single parameters on the behavior of the specimens. The purpose of 
the Purdue study was to compare the current ACI design approach for deep beam shear with proposed 
STM guidelines that are applicable to deep beams. Four deep beams were designed for a given loading 
and geometry (shown in Figure 4-25). The first beam was designed according to provisions from ACI 
319-99, Section 11.8 for deep beam shear members. The remaining three specimens were designed 
according to various STM approaches all conforming to the new ACI 318 code provisions [2]. The first 
two specimens used Lenton Terminators for anchorage of the primary reinforcement (The Purdue 
research was mentioned briefly in Section 3.4.5 of the last chapter because of this).  The remaining two 
specimens used 900 hooked anchorages. 
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Figure 4-25: Design specimen for the Purdue study 

The researchers were primarily interested in the horizontal and vertical splitting steel necessary for 
confinement of the diagonal shear struts. All specimens exceeded their estimated capacities whether those 
capacities were calculated using the current ACI shear provisions or the new STM provisions. The STM 
calculations were shown to be more accurate than the ACI deep beam calculations, though neither gave a 
close estimate of strength. The STM design approach generally required less splitting steel than the ACI 
deep beam approach. Two specimens failed in shear and two failed in flexure though both design 
approaches predicted shear failures for all four specimens. Measured strains indicated that development of 
primary tension steel occurred over a very short length within the nodal zone located over the reaction 
bearing pads. 

Detailing procedures were different for all four specimens. Only the two specimens that utilized hooked 
anchorages are directly comparable. Only the amount and placement of splitting steel were different for 
these two specimens. The lever arm of the primary tension steel was varied in the other two specimens 
thus precluding a direct comparison of behavior. The behavior of the two comparable specimens showed 
that there was no significant change in capacity though nearly 80% of the confining vertical and 
horizontal steel was omitted from the end shear panel regions in one of the specimens. The more heavily 
reinforced specimen had a somewhat better distribution of cracking in the end regions. Both of these 
specimens failed by splitting of the diagonal compression struts (shear). 

4.5 FINAL COMMENTS 
The survey of experimental work and recommended design procedures for STM leads to the following 
observations and overall trends. 

The procedures for strut-and-tie modeling require additional refinement. Particularly, the topics of node 
stress limits and anchorage at nodes require attention. The code guidelines for dimensioning of nodes are 
not based on rational models for the flow of forces at the intersections of struts or the anchorages of ties. 
For example, at the anchorage of a tie bar in a CCT node, it is unlikely that strut stresses would uniformly 
extend up to 6 bar diameters to either side of the tie (see side views in Figure 4-14). Geometric 
compatibility requires that the strut stresses must concentrate and flow into the tie bar. Consequently, the 
stresses in a CCT node must be much greater than would be calculated based on the dimensioning 
guidelines put forth by the codes and also much greater than the stress limits allowed by the codes. The 
dimensioning guidelines require experimental study. Realistic dimensioning guidelines for nodes are 
necessary in order to properly reflect the flow of forces and would allow for larger and more realistic 
stress limits to be specified in the codes. Experimental studies of the bearing strength of concrete have 
shown that in many situations bearing stresses can be much larger than the cylinder compressive strength, 
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fc’. Similar large bearing strength capacities should also be expected for many node cases. However, the 
current provisions allow a maximum bearing strength of 1.0φfc’ for the best node case. The stress limits 
seem to be much too conservative. However, the dimensioning guidelines require unrealistically large 
node boundaries to be assumed.  

The issues with node dimensioning and stress limits are exacerbated by the lack of guidelines for 
addressing those nodes that do not meet the current requirements. How is a node improved when the 
stresses acting on it are greater than the code limits? Only two alternatives are available: the D-region 
must be re-detailed to increase the size of the node and thus reduce the stresses or the concrete strength 
must be re-specified to meet the stress demands. Neither alternative is appealing. Re-detailing of the 
D-region requires that tie steel must be redistributed and spread out in order to increase the size of CCT 
and CTT nodes or that the dimensions of the structure must be enlarged to increase the size of CCC nodes 
(in many cases CCC can be simply improved by enlarging a bearing plate). Once the D-region is re-
detailed, the truss model must be re-drawn and the STM process proceeds through another iteration. This 
requires additional design time and can lead to detailing compatibility problems at the boundaries 
between D- and B-regions. The second alternative, increasing the concrete strength, is a radical and 
expensive solution to accommodate the stress limits of a single node. Currently, though all of the codes 
allow for improvement of the nodes using confining steel, their procedures do not provide any guidelines 
for improving the confinement or anchorage details at nodes in order to make them meet stress limits. 

Anchorage at nodes also presents similar problems. Space limits at nodes are frequently too small to fully 
develop straight reinforcing bars and hooked bars may create congestion problems. Designers have 
previously had few alternatives to address anchorage problems at nodes, but new developments in headed 
bars offer a promising direction for solving this problem. 

These issues regarding design of nodes represent the largest obstacle to the implementation of strut-and-
tie modeling in common design practice. Research and re-evaluation of node behavior must be performed 
and incorporated into STM design procedures. Fortunately, the studies by Anderson (CTT nodes), 
Bouardi (CCT nodes), and Roberts (local anchorage zones) have confirmed that isolated node tests will 
provide lower bound results compared to similar nodes in non-isolated situations. Similarly, the research 
by Adebar and Zhou (pile caps) has confirmed this for isolated tests of struts. This result could be put to 
good use in determining limits on nodal zone stresses and anchorage requirements. While the application 
of STM might be limitless, the number and types of node situations that occur may be a much smaller 
number. Since it seems possible to isolate nodes for experimental testing, it should be reasonable to derive 
experimentally based design limits for the detailing of nodal zones in STM applications much as Adebar 
and Zhou were able to do for the analysis of struts. 

Finally, in many experimental studies, STM has been shown to be a conservative design approach 
because it typically provides a lower-bound estimate of capacity. However despite this success it is 
somewhat discouraging to look back over the extent of the research and recall how often STM fails to 
properly predict the failure mode of specimens. Sanders and Wollmann noted that tie yielding was 
predicted for many of their specimens and crushing at the boundary of the local zone actually resulted. 
Adebar and Zhou also predicted flexural yielding for many of the pile cap tests that they reviewed, but 
most of the caps failed in shear. Ideally, tie yielding should result in a plastic limit of the specimen 
capacity and no other failure should occur until material strain limits are exceeded by excessive 
deformations. However, in tests, post-yielding capacity very often resulted in a brittle failure for 
specimens as other components of the model reached their limit states. In design practice, it is unlikely 
that a D-region would be loaded near its design capacity before the capacity of a neighboring B-region 
was reached, thus limiting the ultimate load that would be placed on the D-region. Therefore, post-yield 
capacity is probably not an issue. However, it is still a flaw of the STM method that it cannot be relied on 
to accurately predict the nature of failure for many structural situations. 
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